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AbstratProgram speialization is a program transformation methodology whih improves program eÆ-ieny by exploiting the information about the input data whih are available at ompile time.We show that urrent tehniques for program speialization based on partial evaluation do notperform well on nondeterministi logi programs. We then onsider a set of transformation ruleswhih extend the ones used for partial evaluation, and we propose a strategy for guiding the ap-pliation of these extended rules so to derive very eÆient speialized programs. The eÆienyimprovements whih sometimes are exponential, are due to the redution of nondeterminismand to the fat that the omputations whih are performed by the initial programs in di�er-ent branhes of the omputation trees, are performed by the speialized programs within singlebranhes. In order to redue nondeterminism we also make use of mode information for guidingthe unfolding proess. To exemplify our tehnique, we show that we an automatially derivevery eÆient semideterministi mathing programs and semideterministi parsers for regularlanguages. The derivations we have performed ould not have been done by previously knownpartial evaluation tehniques.Key words: Automati program derivation, program transformation, logi programming, trans-formation rules and strategies





3.1. IntrodutionThe goal of program speialization [15℄ is the adaptation of a generi program to a spei� ontextof use. Partial evaluation [4, 15℄ is a well established tehnique for program speialization whihfrom a program and its stati input (that is, the portion of the input whih is known at ompiletime), allows us to derive a new, more eÆient program in whih the portion of the output whihdepends on the stati input, has already been omputed. Partial evaluation has been appliedin several areas of omputer siene, and it has been applied also to logi programs [10, 20, 23℄,where it is also alled partial dedution. In this paper we follow a rule-based approah toprogram speialization. In partiular, we onsider de�nite logi programs [22℄ and we proposenew program speialization tehniques based on unfold/fold transformation rules [3, 37℄. In ourapproah, the proess of program speialization an be viewed as the onstrution of a sequene,say P0; : : : ; Pn, of programs, where P0 is the program to be speialized, Pn is the speializedprogram, and every program of the sequene is obtained from the previous one by applying atransformation rule.As shown in [29, 34℄, partial evaluation of logi programs an be viewed as a partiular rule-based program transformation tehnique using the familiar de�nition, unfolding, and foldingrules [37℄ with the following two restritions: (i) eah new prediate introdued by the de�nitionrule is de�ned by preisely one non-reursive lause whose body onsists of preisely one atom(in this sense, aording to the terminology of [13℄, partial evaluation of logi programs is saidto be monogeneti), and (ii) the folding rule uses only lauses introdued by the de�nition rule.In what follows the de�nition and folding rules whih omply with restritions (i) and (ii), arealled atomi de�nition and atomi folding, respetively.In Setion 2 we will see that the use of these restrited transformation rules makes it easier toautomate the partial evaluation proess, but it may limit the program improvements whih anbe ahieved during program speialization. In partiular, when we perform partial evaluationof nondeterministi programs using atomi de�nition, unfolding, and atomi folding, it is im-possible to ombine information present in di�erent branhes of the omputation trees, and asa onsequene, it is often the ase that we annot redue the nondeterminism of the programs.This weakness of partial evaluation is demonstrated in Setion 2.2 where we revisit the familiarproblem of looking for ourrenes of a pattern in a string. It has been shown in [8, 10, 12℄ that bypartial evaluation of a string mathing program, we may derive a deterministi �nite automaton,similarly to what is done by the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm [16℄. However, in [8, 10, 12℄ thestring mathing program to whih partial evaluation is applied, is deterministi. We show thatby the partial evaluation of a nondeterministi version of the mathing program, one annotderive a speialized program whih is deterministi, and thus, one annot get a program whihorresponds to a deterministi �nite automaton.In the subsequent setions we propose a speialization tehnique whih enhanes partial evalu-ation by making use of more powerful transformation rules. In partiular, we onsider a versionof the de�nition introdution rule so that a new prediate may be introdued by means of severalnon-reursive lauses whose bodies onsist of several atoms, and we allow folding steps whihuse these prediate de�nitions onsisting of several lauses. We also onsider the following ex-tra rules whih are used to derive mutually exlusive lauses: head generalization, ase split,equation elimination, and disequation replaement. These rules may introdue equations andnegated equations between terms. We prove that our extended set of program transformationrules preserves both the least Herbrand model semantis and the operational semantis withleft-to-right seletion rule.



4.We then develop a strategy for applying our transformation rules in an automati way, so tospeialize programs and redue their nondeterminism. Our strategy will be based on the modesassoiated with prediate alls [40℄.Finally, we show by means of some examples whih refer to parsing and mathing problems,that our strategy is more powerful than standard partial evaluation. In partiular, given a non-deteministi version of the mathing program, one an derive by using our strategy a speializedprogram whih orresponds to a deterministi �nite automaton.2. Partial Evaluation of Logi Programs via Unfold/Fold TransformationsIn this setion we illustrate some limitations of the standard tehniques of the rule-based ap-proah to partial evaluation of logi programs [30, 34℄. These limitations motivates the introdu-tion of the new, enhaned rules and strategies for program speialization whih we will proposein Setions 3, 4, and 5.We begin by realling in Setion 2.1 the basi onepts of the rule-based partial evaluation oflogi programs. We onsider de�nite logi programs [22℄ (also alled programs, for short), thatis, programs whose lauses do not ontain negative literals in their body.We will use the following notations. Atoms and Clauses are the sets of all atoms and alllauses, respetively. Clauses� is the set of all �nite sequenes of lauses and P(Clauses) is thepowerset of Clauses. For any lause C, hd(C) and bd(C) denote the head and the body of C,respetively. By vars(A) we denote the set of variables ourring in an atom A. An atom A1is a variant of an atom A2 i� there exists a bijetive mapping � from vars(A1) onto vars(A2)suh that A1� = A2. M(P ) denotes the least Herbrand model of a program P . For oneptsnot de�ned here we refer to [22℄.2.1. Transformation Rules and Strategies for Partial EvaluationIn the rule-based approah to the partial evaluation we will use the following transformationrules. Suppose that we are given a program P that we want to partially evaluate.Rule PE1 (Atomi De�nition Introdution) We introdue a lause, alled an atomi def-inition lause, of the formnewp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Awhere (i) newp is a new prediate, that is, it ours neither in P nor in previously intro-dued atomi de�nition lauses, (ii) A is an atom whose prediate ours in program P , and(iii) fX1; : : : ;Xhg = vars(A).Rule PE2 (Unfolding). Let C be a lause of the form H  G1; A;G2, where A is an atomand G1 and G2 are (possibly empty) onjuntions of atoms. Let C1; : : : ; Cn, with n � 0, bethe lauses of P suh that A is uni�able with the head of Ci with most general uni�er #i,for i = 1; : : : ; n. By unfolding C w.r.t. A we derive the lauses (H  G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i, fori = 1; : : : ; n.Rule PE3 (Atomi Folding). Let C be a lause of the form H  G1; A#;G2 where G1 andG2 are (possibly empty) onjuntions of atoms, A is an atom, and # is a substitution, and let Dbe an atomi de�nition lause of the form N  A. By folding C w.r.t. A# using D we introduethe atom N# and we derive the lause H  G1; N#;G2.



5.The partial evaluation of a program P may be realized by applying the atomi de�nitionintrodution, unfolding, and atomi folding rules, aording to the strategy whih we will speifybelow. Our partial evaluation strategy uses two subsidiary strategies: (1) an Unfold strategy,whih derives sequenes of lauses by repeatedly applying the unfolding rule, and (2) a De�ne-Fold strategy, whih introdues new atomi de�nition lauses and it folds the lauses derived bythe previous Unfold strategy.In order to implement these subsidiary strategies, the partial evaluation strategy requires thefollowing two funtions: (1) Selet and (2) Gen.(1) The unfolding seletion funtion Selet : Clauses� � Clauses �! Atoms [ fhaltg is de�nedfor any sequene C1; : : : ; Cn of lauses and for any lause C suh that C is derived from Cn byunfolding and for k = 1; : : : ; n�1, lause Ck+1 is derived from lause Ck by unfolding. (For thisreason in the partial evaluation strategy below, we have alled Anestors(C) the �rst argumentof Selet .) When applying the Unfold strategy the Selet funtion is used as follows: (i) ifSelet((C1; : : : ; Cn); C) = A where A is an atom in the body of lause C, then C is unfoldedw.r.t. A, and (ii) if Selet((C1; : : : ; Cn); C) = halt then C is not unfolded.(2) The generalization funtion Gen : P(Clauses) � Atoms �! Clauses is de�ned for any setDefs of atomi de�nition lauses and for any atom A. Gen(Defs; A) is a lause of the formg(X1; : : : ;Xh) GenA, where: (i) fX1; : : : ;Xhg = vars(GenA), (ii) A is an instane of GenA,and (iii) either Gen(Defs; A) is a lause in Defs or g is a new prediate, that is, it ours neitherin P nor in Defs.When applying the De�ne-Fold strategy the generalization funtion Gen is used as follows:when we want to fold a lause C w.r.t. an atom A in its body, we onsider the set Defs of allatomi de�nition lauses introdued so far and we apply the folding rule using Gen(Defs; A).This appliation of the folding rule is indeed possible beause, by onstrution, A is an instaneof the body of Gen(Defs; A).Partial Evaluation StrategyInput: A program P and an atomi goal p(t1; : : : ; th) w.r.t. whih we want to speialize P .Output: A program Ppe and an atom ppe(X1; : : : ;Xr), with fX1; : : : ;Xrg = vars(p(t1; : : : ; th)),suh that for every ground substitution # = fX1=u1; : : : ;Xr=urg, M(P ) j= p(t1; : : : ; th)# i�M(Ppe ) j= ppe(X1; : : : ;Xr)#.Initialize: Let S be the lause ppe(X1; : : : ;Xr)  p(t1; : : : ; th) and let Anestors(S) be theempty sequene of lauses.Defs := fSg; Ppe := ;; Cls := fSg;while Cls 6= ; do(1) Unfold :while there exists a lause C 2 Cls with Selet(Anestors(C); C) 6= halt doLet Unf (C) = fE j E is derived by unfolding C w.r.t. Selet(Anestors(C); C)g.Cls := (Cls � fCg) [Unf (C);for eah E 2 Unf (C) let Anestors(E) be the sequene Anestors(C) followed by Cend-while ;(2) De�ne-Fold :NewCls := ; ;



6. while there exists a lause C 2 Cls and there exists an atom A 2 bd(C) whih has notbeen introdued by folding doLet G be the atomi de�nition lause Gen(Defs ; A) and F be the lause derived byfolding C w.r.t. A using G.Cls := (Cls � fCg) [ fFg;if G 62 Defs then (Defs := Defs [ fGg; NewCls := NewCls [ fGg)end-while ;Ppe := Ppe [ Cls ; Cls := NewClsend-whileA given unfolding seletion funtion Selet is said to be progressive i� for the empty sequene ()of lauses and for any lause C with nonempty body, we have that Selet((); C) 6= halt .We have the following orretness result whih is derived from Tamaki and Sato's orretnessresults [37℄ of the unfold/fold transformation rules w.r.t. the least Herbrand model semantis.Theorem 2.1 (Corretness of Partial Evaluation) Let Selet be a progressive unfoldingseletion funtion. Given a de�nite program P and an atomi goal p(t1; : : : ; th), if the Par-tial Evaluation Strategy using Selet terminates with output program Ppe and output atomppe(X1; : : : ;Xr), then for every ground substitution # = fX1=u1; : : : ;Xr=urg,M(P ) j= p(t1; : : : ; th)# i� M(Ppe ) j= ppe(X1; : : : ;Xr)#.We say that an unfolding seletion funtion Selet is halting i� for any in�-nite sequene C1; C2; : : : of lauses, there exists a non-negative integer n suh thatSelet((C1; C2; : : : ; Cn); Cn+1) = halt .Given an in�nite sequene A1; A2; : : : of atoms, its image under the generalization funtionGen, is the sequene of sets of lauses de�ned as follows:G1 = fnewp(X1; : : : ;Xn) A1g, where fX1; : : : ;Xng = vars(A1)Gi+1 = Gi [ fGen(Gi; Ai+1)g for i � 1.We say that Gen is stabilizing i� for any in�nite sequene A1; A2; : : : of atoms whose imageunder Gen is G1; G2; : : : ; there exists a positive integer n suh that Gk = Gn for all k � n.We have the following theorem whose proof is similar to the one in [19℄.Theorem 2.2 (Termination of Partial Evaluation) Let Selet be a halting unfolding sele-tion funtion and Gen be a stabilizing generalization funtion. Then for any input program Pand atomi goal p(t1; : : : ; th), the Partial Evaluation Strategy using Selet and Gen terminates.2.2. An Example of Partial Evaluation: String MathingIn this setion we illustrate an example of partial evaluation based on a string mathing program.Given a program for searhing a pattern in a string, and a �xed ground pattern p, we want toderive a new, speialized program for searhing the pattern p in a given string. Now we presenta general, deterministi program, alledMath, for searhing a pattern P in a string S in fa; bg�.It is a variant of the ones presented in [8, 10℄. Sequenes in fa; bg� are denoted by lists of a'sand b's.



7.Program Math (initial, deterministi)1. math(P; S) math1(P; S; P; S)2. math1([ ℄; S; Y; Z) 3. math1([CjP ℄; [CjS ℄; Y; Z)  math1(P ;S ; Y; Z)4. math1([ajP ℄; [bjS ℄; Y; [CjZ℄)  math1(Y;Z; Y; Z)5. math1([bjP ℄; [ajS ℄; Y; [CjZ℄)  math1(Y;Z; Y; Z)This program is deterministi in the sense that given some ground values for P and S, at mostone lause head uni�es with an atomi goal at run time. Let us assume that we want to speializethis programMath w.r.t. the goal math([a; a; b℄; S), that is, we want to derive a program whihtells us whether or not the pattern [a; a; b℄ ours in the string S.We apply our partial evaluation strategy with the following seletion and generalization fun-tions.(1) The unfolding seletion funtion DetU : Clauses� � Clauses �! Atoms [ fhaltg is de�nedas follows:(i) DetU ((); C) = A if A is the leftmost atom in the body of lause C,(ii) DetU ((C1; C2; : : : ; Cn); C) = A if n � 1 and A is the leftmost atom the body of C suhthat A is uni�able with at most one lause head in the program to be partially evaluated,and(iii) DetU ((C1; C2; : : : ; Cn); C) = halt if there exists no atom in the body of C whih is uni�ablewith at most one lause head in the program to be partially evaluated.(2) The generalization funtion Variant : P(Clauses)�Atoms �! Clauses is de�ned as follows:(i) Variant(Defs; A) is a lause C suh that bd(C) is a variant of A, if in Defs there existsany suh lause C, and(ii) Variant(Defs; A) is the lause newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)  A, where newp is a new prediatesymbol and fX1; : : : ;Xhg = vars(A), otherwise.The funtion DetU orresponds to the determinate unfolding rule onsidered in [10℄. In general,we have that DetU is not halting and Variant is not stabilizing. Nevertheless, in our example,as the reader may verify, the partial evaluation strategy using DetU and Variant terminates andit generates the following speialized program:Program Mathpe (speialized, deterministi)6. mathpe (S) new1(S)7. new1([ajS℄) new2(S)8. new1([bjS℄) new1(S)9. new2([ajS℄) new3(S)10. new2([bjS℄) new1(S)11. new3([bjS℄) 12. new3([ajS℄) new3(S)The program Mathpe is deterministi and it orresponds to a deterministi �nite automaton inthe sense that: (i) eah prediate orresponds to a state, (ii) eah lause, exept for lause 6



8.and 11, orresponds to a transition from the state orresponding to the prediate of the headto the state orresponding to the prediate of the body, (iii) eah transition is labelled by thesymbol (either a or b) ourring in the head of the orresponding lause, (iv) lause 6 enforesthat new1 is the initial state in the hypothesis that the intended queries are of the of the formmathpe (w), for a ground list w in fa; bg�, and (v) lause 11 orresponds to a transition to a�nal state where all words of fa; bg� are aepted.Thus, via partial evaluation we may derive a deterministi �nite automaton from a determin-isti string mathing program, and the derived program orresponds to the Knuth-Morris-Pratt(KMP) string mathing algorithm [16℄. For this reason in [36℄ partial evaluation of logi pro-grams (referred to as partial dedution), is said to pass the KMP test.2.3. Some Limitations of Partial EvaluationWe argue that the ability of partial evaluation of logi programs to pass the KMP test is relatedto the fat that the initial string mathing program Math is rather sophistiated and, indeed,the orretness proof of the program Math is not straightforward. Atually, partial evaluationdoes not pass the KMP test if we onsider, instead of the program Math, the following naive,nondeterministi initial program for string mathing:Program Naive Math (initial, nondeterministi)1. naive math(P; S)  append (X;R; S); append (L; P;X)2. append ([ ℄; Y; Y ) 3. append ([AjX℄; Y; [AjZ℄)  append (X;Y;Z)The orretness of this program is straightforward beause for a given pattern P and a stringS, Naive Math heks that P ours in S by looking in a nondeterministi way for two stringsL and R suh that S is the onatenation of L, P , and R in this order.The reader may verify that partial evaluation does not pass the KMP test when start-ing from the program Naive Math . Indeed, if one speializes Naive Math w.r.t. the goalnaive math([a; a; b℄; S) by applying the Partial Evaluation Strategy given above, using the un-folding seletion funtion DetU and the generalization funtion Variant, then one derives thefollowing program Naive Mathpe whih does not orrespond to a deterministi �nite automatonand it is nondeterministi:Program Naive Mathpe (speialized, nondeterministi)4. naive mathpe (S)  new1(X;R; S); new2(L;X)5. new1([ ℄; Y; Y ) 6. new1([AjX℄; Y; [AjZ℄)  new1(X;Y;Z)7. new2([ ℄; [a; a; b℄)  8. new2([AjX℄; [AjZ℄)  new2(X;Z)This Naive Mathpe program, in fat, looks in a nondeterministi way for two strings L andR suh that S is the onatenation of L, [a; a; b℄, and R. If the pattern [a; a; b℄ is not foundwithin the string S at a given position, then the searh for [a; a; b℄ is restarted after a shift ofone harater to the right w.r.t. that position.The failure of partial evaluation to pass the KMP test when starting from the programNaive Math, is due to some limitations whih an be overome by using the enhaned transfor-mation rules whih we will present in the next setion. By applying these enhaned rules we an



9.de�ne a new prediate by introduing several lauses whose bodies are non-atomi goals, whileby applying the standard rules, a new prediate an be de�ned by introduing one lause onlyand the body of that lause is required to be an atomi goal. By folding using de�nition lausesof the enhaned form, we an derive speialized programs where nondeterminism is redued andintermediate data strutures are avoided. Our enhaned rules will also inlude the so alled asesplit rule whih an redue nondeterminism, beause given a lause, it produes two mutuallyexlusive instanes of that lause by introduing negated equations.By applying the enhaned transformation rules, one an automatially speialize the nonde-terministi program Naive Math w.r.t. the goal naive math([a; a; b℄; S) thereby deriving thefollowing deterministi program (the derivation whih we do not present here, is similar to theone presented in Setion 6.1):Program Naive Maths (speialized, deterministi)9. naive maths(S) new1(S)10. new1([ajS℄) new2(S)11. new1([CjS℄) C 6=a;new1(S)12. new2([ajS℄) new3(S)13. new2([CjS℄) C 6=a;new1(S)14. new3([bjS℄) new4(S)15. new3([ajS℄) new3(S)16. new3([CjS℄) C 6=b; C 6=a;new1(S)17. new4(S) Naive Maths orresponds in a straightforward way to a deterministi �nite automaton. Dueto the introdution of negated equations, the derived program Naive Maths may be used alsowhen the alphabet is a superset of fa; bg. This was not the ase for the program Mathpe.The main limitations of the Partial Evaluation Strategy presented in Setion 2.1, are thefollowing ones:(i) it fails to eliminate intermediate data strutures (see the intermediate list X in lause 4of Naive Mathpe) beause a sequene of omputations annot be ombined into a singleomputation (indeed, atomi de�nition lauses have one atom only in the body);(ii) it fails to redue nondeterminism, beause it annot ombine the partial evaluations ofmultiple alternative omputations (indeed, atomi de�nition lauses are made out of onelause only); and(iii) it does not inorporate any reasoning by ases, and it does not introdue negated equationswhih may take into aount uni�ation failures.These limitations of the Partial Evaluation Strategy are not due to the hoie of the subsidiarystrategies, that is, the unfolding and generalization funtions, and instead, they are due to therestrited way in whih partial evaluation an introdue new prediates. As the expert readermay notie, this restrited way whih allows us to use a single lause with an atomi body foreah new prediate, orresponds to the fat that standard partial evaluation [23℄ is performedw.r.t. atomi goals only.



10.3. Transformation Rules for Logi Programs with Equations and Disequationsbetween TermsIn this setion we introdue an extension of de�nite logi programs with equations and negatedequations between terms. Negated equations will also be alled disequations. The introdution ofequations and disequations during program speialization allows us to derive mutually exlusivelauses. We also present the enhaned program transformation rules whih we use for programspeialization. These rules extend to our language the unfold/fold rules onsidered in [11, 33, 37℄.In partiular, similarly to [11, 33℄, we onsider a folding rule by whih we an fold several lausesat a time. In addition, we onsider the subsumption rule and the following transformation rulesfor introduing and eliminating equations and disequations: (i) head generalization, (ii) asesplit, (iii) equation elimination, and (iv) disequation replaement. Our rules preserve the leastHerbrand model as indiated in Theorem 3.3 below.3.1. SyntaxThe syntax of our language is de�ned starting from the following in�nite and pairwise disjointsets:(i) variables: X;Y;Z;X1;X2; : : : ;(ii) funtion symbols (with arity): f; f1; f2; : : : ; and(iii) prediate symbols (with arity): true, =, 6=, p; p1; p2; : : : The prediate symbols true, =, and6= are said to be basi, and the other ones are said to be non-basi.We also onsider the following sets: (iv) Terms: t; t1; t2; : : : ; (v) Basi atoms: B;B1; B2; : : : ;(vi) Non-basi atoms: A;A1; A2; : : : ; and (vii) Goals: G;G1; G2; : : : Their syntax is as follows:Terms : t ::= X j f(t1; : : : ; tn)Basi Atoms : B ::= true j t1= t2 j t1 6= t2Non-basi Atoms : A ::= p(t1; : : : ; tm)Goals : G ::= B j A j G1; G2Basi and non-basi atoms are olletively alled atoms. Goals made out of basi atoms only aresaid to be basi goals. Goals with at least one non-basi atom are said to be non-basi goals. Thebinary operator `,' denotes onjuntion and it is assumed to be assoiative with neutral elementtrue. Thus, a goal G is the same as goal (true; G), and it is also the same as goal (G; true).Parentheses are used for grouping goals.In what follows we will feel free to use di�erent symbols to denote our syntati expres-sions, and in partiular, we will also denote non-basi atoms by H;H1; : : :, and goals byK;K1;Body ;Body1; : : :Clauses C;C1; C2; : : : have the following syntax:C ::= H  GGiven a lause C of the form: H  G, the atom H, whih is non-basi, is alled the head of Cand it is denoted by hd(C), and the goal G is alled the body of C and it is denoted by bd(C).A lause H  G where G is a basi goal, is alled a unit lause. We write a unit lause of theform: H  true also as: H  .We say that C is a lause for a prediate p i� C is a lause of the form p(: : :) Body .Programs P; P1; P2; : : : are sets of lauses.Given a program P , we say that a prediate p depends on a prediate q (not neessarily distintfrom p) i� either there exists in P a lause for p whose body ontains an ourrene of q or



11.there exists a prediate r suh that p depends on r and r depends on q. We say that a prediatep depends on a lause C i� either C is a lause for p or C is a lause for a prediate q and pdepends on q.Terms, atoms, goals, lauses, and programs are olletively alled expressions, ranged overby e; e1; e2; : : : By vars(e) we denote the set of variables ourring in an expression e. By e[e1℄we denote an expression where we point out an ourrene of the subexpression e1. e[ ℄ is theexpression e[e1℄ where we have dropped that ourrene of the subexpression e1. We say thatX is a loal variable of e1 in e[e1℄ i� X 2 vars(e1)�vars(e[ ℄), and X is a linking variable of e1in e[e1℄ i� X 2 vars(e1)\vars(e[ ℄).A variable renaming is a bijetive mapping from the set of variables onto itself. An expressione1 is a variant of an expression e2 i� there exists a bijetive mapping � from vars(e1) ontovars(e2) suh that e1� = e2. We allow the silent appliation of variable renamings to lauses.Any variable renaming preserves the least Herbrand model semantis whih we de�ne below.Given a lause C, a renamed apart lause C 0 is any lause obtained from C by applying a variablerenaming, so that eah variable of C 0 does not appear in any other expression. In this sense wesay that the variables of C 0 are new variables.For the notions of substitution, domain of a substitution, omposition of substitutions, in-stane, most general uni�er (abbreviated as mgu), ground expression, ground substitution, andfor other notions not de�ned here, we refer to [22℄. For any two uni�able terms t1 and t2, thereexists at least one mgu # whih is relevant (that is, eah variable ourring in # also ours invars(t1) [ vars(t2)) and idempotent (that is, ## = #) [1℄. Without loss of generality, we assumethat all mgu's onsidered in this paper are relevant and idempotent.3.2. Delarative SemantisThe delarative semantis of a program P is its least Herbrand model. The de�nition of theleast Herbrand model of a program whih we now give, di�ers from the usual one [22℄ beausethe prediates true, =, and 6= have a �xed interpretation.We say that a ground basi atom A holds i�: (i) A is true, or (ii) A is t= t for some term t,or (iii) A is t1 6= t2 for some di�erent terms t1 and t2. We say that a ground basi goal G holdsi� G is the onjuntion of ground basi atoms eah of whih holds. The Herbrand base is theset HB of all ground non-basi atoms. An Herbrand interpretation is a subset of HB. Givenan Herbrand interpretation I, a ground goal G is true in I, written as I j= G, i�: (i) G is abasi goal and G holds, (ii) G is a non-basi atom whih belongs to I, or (iii) G is a onjuntion(G1; G2) and both G1 and G2 are true in I. G is false in I i� it is not the ase that G is truein I. A ground lause C is true in I i� either hd(C) is true in I or bd(C) is false in I. A nonground lause is true in I i� all its ground instanes are true in I. A program P is true in I i�all its lauses are true in I.The Herbrand interpretation I is said to be an Herbrand model of a program P i� P is truein I. Similarly to [22℄, we an prove the following important property.Theorem 3.1. For any program P there exists an Herbrand model of P whih is the least(w.r.t. set inlusion) Herbrand model.The least Herbrand model of a program P is denoted by M(P ). For any program P and anyground atom A, we have that: M(P ) j= A i� either A is a basi atom and A holds or A is anon-basi atom and P ` A holds, where ` denotes the usual entailment relation in �rst orderprediate alulus.



12.3.3. Operational SemantisWe de�ne the operational semantis of our programs by introduing, for eah program P , aderivability relation 7!P between goals, de�ned as follows:(1) (t1= t2; G) 7!P G# i� t1 and t2 are uni�able via an mgu #(2) (t1 6= t2; G) 7!P G i� t1 and t2 are not uni�able(3) (A;G) 7!P (G1; G)# i� (i) A is a non-basi atom;(ii) A1  G1 is a renamed apart lause in P; and(iii) A and A1 are uni�able via an mgu #:The relation 7!�P is the reexive and transitive losure of 7!P . Given two goals G0 and G1 suhthat G0 7!�P G1 holds, we say that G1 is derivable from G0 using P . We say that the goal Gsueeds in P i� G 7!�P true. We will feel free to omit the referene to program P when it islear from the ontext.A sequene G0 7!P : : : 7!P Gn, with n�0, is alled a derivation using P . If Gn is true thenthe derivation is said to be suessful. Given two goals (A0; G0) and (An; Gn), where A0 andAn are non-basi atoms and n> 0, we write (A0; G0) )P (An; Gn) i� there exists a derivation(A0; G0) 7!P (A1; G1) 7!P : : : 7!P (An�1; Gn�1) 7!P (An; Gn), where A1; : : : ; An�1, if any, arebasi atoms.Our operational semantis an be viewed as an abstration of the usual Prolog semantis,beause: (i) given a goal G1, in order to derive a goal G2 suh that G1 7!P G2, we onsiderthe leftmost atom in G1, (ii) the prediate = is interpreted as uni�ability of terms, and (iii) theprediate 6= is interpreted as non-uni�ability of terms. Similarly to [22℄, we have the followingrelationship between the delarative and the operational semantis.Theorem 3.2. For any program P and ground goal G, we have that if G sueeds in P thenM(P ) j= G.The onverse of Theorem 3.2 does not hold. Indeed, onsider the program P onsisting of thelause p(1)  X 6= 0 only. We have that M(P ) j= p(1) beause there exists a value for X,namely 1, whih is syntatially di�erent from 0. However, p(1) does not sueed in P , beauseX and 0 are uni�able terms.Remark Let us observe that given a program P , a funtion symbol f , and a ground term r,(i) in our delarative semantis r 6= f(X) holds, that is, M(P ) j= r 6= f(X), i� there exists aground term s suh that r is di�erent from f(s), and (ii) in our operational semantis, r 6=f(X)sueeds in P , that is, r 6=f(X) 7!P true, i� for all ground terms s we have that r is di�erentfrom f(s).3.4. Transformation RulesThe proess of program transformation an be viewed as the onstrution of a sequene ofprograms, alled transformation sequene. A transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn is onstrutedfrom a given initial program P0 by appliations of the transformation rules 1{9 given below,as follows. For k = 0; : : : ; n � 1, program Pk+1 is derived from program Pk by: (i) seletinga (possibly empty) subset 1 of lauses of Pk, (ii) deriving a set 2 of lauses by applying atransformation rule to 1, and (iii) replaing 1 by 2 in Pk.Now we assume that we have onstruted from the initial program P0 the sequene P0; : : : ; Pkof programs. We derive program Pk+1 whih is the next one in the sequene, by applying oneof the following rules.



13.Rule 1 (De�nition Introdution) We introdue m (�1) new lauses of the form:8><>: D1: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Body1� � �Dm: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Bodymwhere: (i) newp is a non-basi prediate symbol not ourring in P0; : : : ; Pk, (ii) the variablesX1; : : : ;Xh are all distint and for all i 2 f1; : : : ; hg there exists j 2 f1; : : : ;mg suh that Xiours in the goal Bodyj , (iii) for all j 2 f1; : : : ;mg, every non-basi prediate ourring inBodyj also ours in P0, and (iv) for all j 2 f1; : : : ;mg, there exists at least one non-basi atomin Bodyj .Program Pk+1 is the program Pk [ fD1; : : : ;Dmg.We denote by Defsk the set of lauses, alled de�nition lauses, whih have been intro-dued by the de�nition introdution rule during the onstrution of the transformation sequeneP0; : : : ; Pk. In partiular, we have that Defs0 = ;.Rule 2 (De�nition Elimination) Let p be a prediate symbol. By de�nition eliminationw.r.t. p we derive program Pk+1 from program Pk by keeping only the lauses of Pk on whih pdepends.Rule 3 (Unfolding) Let C be a lause in program Pk of the form: H  G1; A;G2, whereA is a non-basi atom. Let C1; : : : ; Cm, with m � 0, be the lauses of Pk suh that, for alli 2 f1; : : : ;mg A is uni�able with the head of Ci via the mgu #i. For i = 1; : : : ;m; let Di be thelause (H  G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i. By unfolding C w.r.t. A we derive the lauses D1; : : : ;Dm.Program Pk+1 is the program (Pk � fCg) [ fD1; : : : ;Dmg.Notie that an appliation of the unfolding rule to lause C amounts to the deletion of C i�m=0. Sometimes in the literature this partiular instane of the unfolding rule is treated as anextra rule.Rule 4 (Folding) Let8><>: C1: H  G1;Body1#;G2� � �Cm: H  G1;Bodym#;G2be some lauses in Pk, for a suitable substitution #, and let8><>: D1: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Body1� � �Dm: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Bodymbe all lauses in Defsk whih have newp as head prediate. Suppose that for i = 1; : : : ;m;the following ondition holds: for every variable X ourring in the goal Body i and not infX1; : : : ;Xhg, we have that: (i)X# is a variable whih does not our in (H;G1; G2), and (ii)X#does not our in Y #, for any variable Y ourring in Bodyi and di�erent from X. By foldingC1; : : : ; Cm using D1; : : : ;Dm we derive the single lause C: H  G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2.Program Pk+1 is the program (Pk � fC1; : : : ; Cmg) [ fCg.For instane, the lauses C1: p(X)  q(t(X); Y ); r(Y ) and C2: p(X)  s(X); r(Y ) an befolded (via the substitution # = fU=X; V=Y g) using the two lauses D1: a(U; V )  q(t(U); V )and D2: a(U; V )  s(U), and we replae C1 and C2 by the lause C: p(X)  a(X;Y ); r(Y ).



14.Rule 5 (Subsumption) (i) Given a substitution #, we say that a lause H  G1 subsumes alause (H  G1; G2)#.Program Pk+1 is derived from program Pk by deleting a lause whih is subsumed by anotherlause in Pk.Rule 6 (Head Generalization) Let C be a lause of the form: HfX=tg  Body in Pk,where fX=tg is a substitution suh that X ours in H and X does not our in C. By headgeneralization, we derive the lause GenC : H  X= t;Body .Program Pk+1 is the program (Pk � fCg) [ fGenC g.Rule 6 is a partiular ase of the rule of generalization + equality introdution onsidered, forinstane, in [31℄.Rule 7 (Case Split) Let C be a lause in Pk of the form: H  Body . By ase split of Cw.r.t. the binding X=t where X does not our in t, we derive the following two lauses:C1. (H  Body)fX=tgC2. H  X 6= t;Body .Program Pk+1 is the program (Pk � fCg) [ fC1; C2g. Notie that X need not our in C.Aording to our operational semantis, if G 7!Pk+1 G1 using lause C1 and X ours in H,then no G2 exists suh that G 7!Pk+1 G2 using lause C2. The same holds by interhanging C1and C2. We will return to this property in De�nitions 7 (Semideterminism) and 11 (MutualExlusion) below.Rule 8 (Equation Elimination) Let C1 be a lause in Pk of the form:C1. H  G1; t1= t2; G2If t1 and t2 are uni�able via the most general uni�er #, then by equation elimination we derivethe following lause:C2. (H  G1; G2)#Program Pk+1 is the program (Pk � fC1g) [ fC2g.If t1 and t2 are not uni�able then by equation elimination we derive program Pk+1 whih isPk � fC1g.Rule 9 (Disequation Replaement) Let C be a lause in program Pk. Program Pk+1 isderived from Pk by either removing C or replaing C as we now indiate:9.1 if C is of the form: H  G1; t1 6= t2; G2 and t1 and t2 are not uni�able, then C is replaedby H  G1; G29.2 if C is of the form: H  G1; f(t1; : : : ; tm) 6=f(u1; : : : ; um); G2, then C is replaed by thefollowing m (� 0) lauses: H  G1; t1 6=u1; G2, : : : ; H  G1; tm 6=um; G29.3 if C is of the form: H  G1;X 6=X;G2, then C is removed from Pk9.4 if C is of the form: H  G1; t 6=X;G2, then C is replaed by H  G1;X 6= t;G29.5 if C is of the form: H  G1;X 6= t1; G2;X 6= t2; G3 and there exists a substitution � whihis a bijetive mapping from the set of the loal variables of t1 in C onto the set of the loalvariables of t2 in C suh that t1� = t2, then C is replaed by H  G1;X 6= t1; G2; G3.In partiular, if a disequation has two ourrenes in the body of a lause, then we anremove the rightmost one.



15.Notie that no rule is given for replaing a single disequation of the form X 6= t when t is uni�ablewith X.The following example shows that by removing any one of two idential atoms in the body ofa lause, the operational semantis is not preserved.Example 1. Let us onsider the program P :1. p q(X;Y ); q(X;Y ); X 6=Y2. q(X; b) 3. q(a; Y ) and the program Q obtained from P by replaing lause 1 by the following lause:4. p q(X;Y ); X 6=YThe goal p sueeds in P , while it does not sueed in Q. Indeed, (i) for program P we havethat:p 7!P q(X;Y ); q(X;Y );X 6=Y 7!P q(X; b);X 6= b 7!P a 6= b 7!P true, and (ii) for programQ we have that: either p 7!Q X 6=b or p 7!Q a 6=Y . In Case (ii), sine X and Y are uni�ablewith b and a, respetively, we have that p 7!�Q true does not hold.3.5. Corretness of the Transformation Rules w.r.t. the Delarative SemantisIn this setion we show that, under suitable hypotheses, our transformation rules preserve thedelarative semantis presented in Setion 3.2. In that sense we also say that our transformationrules are orret) w.r.t. the given delarative semantis. Our orretness result extends to ourlanguage similar results holding for de�nite logi programs [11, 33, 37℄.Theorem 3.3 (Corretness w.r.t. the Least Herbrand Model) Let P0; : : : ; Pn be atransformation sequene onstruted by using the transformation rules 1{9 and let p be a non-basi prediate in Pn. Let us assume that:1. if the folding rule is applied for the derivation of a lause C in program Pk+1 from lausesC1; : : : ; Cm in program Pk using lauses D1; : : : ;Dm in Defsk , with 0�k<n,then for every i 2 f1; : : : ;mg there exists j 2 f1; : : : ; n�1g suh that Di ours in Pj andPj+1 is derived from Pj by unfolding Di.2. during the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn the de�nition elimination rule either isnever applied or it is applied w.r.t. prediate p one only, in the last step, that is, whenderiving Pn from Pn�1.Then, for every ground atom A with prediate p, M(P0 [Defsn) j= A i� M(Pn) j= A.Proof : It is a simple extension of a similar result presented in [11℄ for the ase where we use theunfolding, folding, and generalization + equality introdution rules. The proof tehnique used in[11℄ an be adapted to prove also the orretness of our extended set of rules. 2We would like to notie that our transformation rules do not preserve the operational semantis,as shown by the following examples.



16.Example 2. Let us onsider the following program P1 :1. p(X) q(X); X 6=a2. q(X) 3. q(X) X=bBy rule 5 we may delete lause 3 whih is subsumed by lause 2 and we derive a new programP2. Now, we have that p(X) sueeds in P1, while it does not sueed in P2.Example 3. Let us onsider the following program P3 :1. p(X) By the ase split rule we may replae lause 1 by the two lauses:2. p(a) 3. p(X) X 6=aand we derive a new program P4. The goal p(X);X=b sueeds in P3, while it does not sueedin P4.Example 4. Let us onsider the following program P5 :1. p X 6=a; X=bBy rule 8 we may replae lause 1 by:2. p b 6=aand we derive a new program P6. The goal p does not sueed in P5, while it sueeds in P6.In the next setion we will introdue a lass of programs and a lass of goals for whih ourtransformation rules preserve both the delarative semantis and the operational semantis. Inorder to do so, we assoiate a mode with every prediate. A mode of a prediate spei�es theinput arguments of that prediate, and we assume that whenever the prediate is alled, itsinput arguments are bound to ground terms. We will see that, if some suitable onditions aresatis�ed, ompliane to modes guarantees the preservation of the operational semantis. Thisfat is illustrated by the above Examples 2 and 3, and indeed, in either of them, if we restritourselves to alls of the prediate p with ground arguments, then the initial program and thederived program have the same operational semantis.Notie, however, that the inorretness of the transformation of Example 4 does not dependon the modes. Thus, to ensure orretness w.r.t. the operational semantis we have to rule outlauses suh as lause 1 of program P5. Indeed, as we will see in the next setion, the lauses wewill onsider satisfy the following ondition: eah variable whih ours in a disequation eitherours in an input argument of the head prediate or it is a loal variable of the disequation.4. Program Transformations based on ModesProgram modes provide an abstrat interpretation framework whih allows us: (i) to speifylasses of programs and goals w.r.t. whih the transformation rules we have presented in Se-tion 3.4, preserve both the delarative semantis (see Setion 3.2) and the operational semantis(see Setion 3.3), and (ii) to design our strategy for speializing programs and reduing nonde-terminism.



17.4.1. ModesA mode for a non-basi prediate p of arity h (� 0) is an expression of the form p(m1; : : : ;mh),where for i = 1; : : : ; h, mi is either + (denoting any ground term) or ? (denoting any term).Thus, if h=0, p has a unique mode whih is p itself. Given a mode p(m1; : : : ;mh) and an atomof the form p(t1; : : : ; th),(1) for i = 1; : : : ; h, the term ti is said to be an input argument of p i� mi is +, and(2) a variable of p(t1; : : : ; th) with an ourrene in an input argument of p, is said to be aninput variable of p(t1; : : : ; th).A mode for a program P is a set of modes for non-basi prediates ontaining exatly onemode for every distint, non-basi prediate p ourring in P . Notie that a mode for a programP may or may not ontain modes for non-basi prediates not ourring in P .Example 5. Given the program P :p(0; 1) p(0; Y ) q(Y )the set M1 = fp(+; ?); q(?)g is a mode for P . M2 = fp(+; ?); q(+); r(+)g is di�erent mode forP .De�nition 1. Let M be a mode for a program P and p a non-basi prediate. We say thatan atom p(t1; : : : ; th) satis�es the mode M i� (1) a mode for p belongs to M and (2) fori = 1; : : : ; h, if the argument ti is an input argument of p aording to M , then ti is a groundterm. In partiular, when h=0, we have that p satis�es M i� p 2M .The program P satis�es the mode M i� for eah non-basi atom A0 whih satis�es M , and foreah non-basi atom A and goal G suh that A0 7!�P (A;G), we have that A satis�es M .With referene to Example 5 above, program P satis�es mode M1, but it does not satisfy modeM2. Often the property that a program satis�es a mode an be automatially veri�ed by abstratinterpretation methods (see, for instane, [6℄).4.2. Corretness of the Transformation Rules w.r.t. the Operational SemantisWe now introdue a lass of programs, alled safe programs, and we prove that if the transfor-mation rules are applied to a safe program with suitable restritions, then the given programand the derived program are equivalent w.r.t. the operational semantis.De�nition 2 (Safe Programs) Let M be a mode for a program P . We say that a lause Cin P is safe w.r.t. M i� for eah disequation t1 6= t2 in the body of C, we have that: for eahvariable X ourring in t1 6= t2 either X is an input variable of hd(C) or X is a loal variable oft1 6= t2 in C. Program P is safe w.r.t. M i� all its lauses are safe w.r.t. M .For instane, let us onsider the modeM = fp(+); q(?)g. Clause p(X) X 6=f(Y ) is safe w.r.t.M and lause p(X) X 6=f(Y ); q(Y ) is not safe w.r.t. M beause Y ours both in f(Y ) andin q(Y ).When mentioning the safety property w.r.t. a given modeM , we feel free to omit the refereneto M , if it is irrelevant or it is understood from the ontext.In order to get our desired orretness results (see Theorem 4.1 below), we also need to restritthe use of our transformation rules as follows.



18.De�nition 3 (Safe Unfolding) Let Pk be a program andM be a mode for Pk. Let us onsideran appliation of the unfolding rule (see Rule 3 in Setion 3.4) whereby from the following lauseof Pk:H  G1; A;G2we derive the lauses:8><>: D1: (H  G1; bd(C1); G2)#1� � �Dm: (H  G1; bd(Cm); G2)#mwhere C1; : : : ; Cm are the lauses in Pk suh that, for i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, A is uni�able with thehead of Ci via the mgu #i.We say that this appliation of the unfolding rule is safe w.r.t. mode M i� for all i = 1; : : : ;m,for all disequations d in bd(Ci), and for all variables X ourring in d#i, we have that either Xis an input variable of H#i or X is a loal variable of d#i in Di.De�nition 4 (Safe Folding) Let us onsider a program Pk and a modeM for Pk. Let us alsoonsider an appliation of the folding rule (see Rule 4 in Setion 3.4) whereby from the followinglauses in Pk:8><>: C1: H  G1; (A1;K1)#;G2� � �Cm: H  G1; (Am;Km)#;G2and the following de�nition lauses in Defsk :8><>: D1: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) A1;K1� � �Dm: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Am;Kmwe derive the new lause:H  G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2We say that this appliation of the folding rule is safe w.r.t. mode M i� the following Property� holds:(Property �) Eah input variable of newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#, is also an input variable of at leastone of the non-basi atoms ourring in (H;G1; A1#; : : : ; Am#).De�nition 5 (Safe Head Generalization) Let us onsider a program Pk and a mode M forPk. We say that an appliation of the head generalization rule (see Rule 6 in Setion 3.4) to alause of Pk is safe i� HfX=tg and H have the same set of input variables w.r.t. M .De�nition 6 (Safe Case Split) Let us onsider a program Pk and a mode M for Pk. Let usonsider also an appliation of the ase split rule (see Rule 7 in Setion 3.4) whereby from alause C in Pk of the form: H  Body we derive the following two lauses:C1. (H  Body)fX=tgC2. H  X 6= t;Body .We say that this appliation of the ase split rule is safe w.r.t. modeM i� X is an input variableof H, X does not our in t, and for all variables Y 2 vars(t), either Y is an input variable ofH or Y does not our in C.



19.When applying the safe ase split rule, X ours in H and thus, given a goal G, it is not thease that for some goals G1 and G2, we have both G 7! G1 using lause C1 and G 7! G2 usinglause C2. In De�nition 11 below, we will formalize this property by saying that the lauses C1and C2 are mutually exlusive.In Theorem 4.1 below we will show that if we apply our transformation rules and their safeversions in a restrited way, then a program P whih satis�es a mode M and is safe w.r.t. M , istransformed into a new program, say Q, whih satis�es M and is safe w.r.t. M . Moreover, theprograms P and Q have the same operational semantis.Theorem 4.1 (Corretness w.r.t. the Operational Semantis) Let P0; : : : ; Pn be atransformation sequene onstruted by using the transformation rules 1{9 and let p be anon-basi prediate in Pn. Let M be a mode for P0 [ Defsn suh that: (i) P0 [ Defsn is safew.r.t. M , (ii) P0 [ Defsn satis�es M , and (iii) the appliations of the unfolding, folding, headgeneralization, and ase split rules during the onstrution of P0; : : : ; Pn are all safe w.r.t. M .Suppose also that Conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 3.3 hold. Then: (i) Pn is safe w.r.t. M ,(ii) Pn satis�es M , and (iii) for eah atom A whih has prediate p and satis�es mode M , Asueeds in P0 [Defsn i� A sueeds in Pn.Proof : See Appendix. 2We now prove that the promotion of disequations in the body of a safe lause preserves theoperational semantis.Proposition 4.2 (Corretness of Disequation Promotion) Let M be a mode for a pro-gram P1. Let us assume that P1 is safe w.r.t. M and P1 satis�esM . Let C1: H  G1; G2; t1 6=t2; G3 be a lause in P1. Let P2 be the program derived from P1 by replaing lause C1 bylause C2: H  G1; t1 6= t2; G2; G3. Then: (i) P2 is safe w.r.t. M , (ii) P2 satis�es M , and(iii) for eah non-basi atom A whih satis�es mode M , A sueeds in P1 i� A sueeds in P2.Proof : Point (i) follows from the fat that safety does not depend on the position of the disequa-tion in a lause. Moreover, the evaluation of goal G2 in program P1 aording our operationalsemantis, does not bind any variable in t1 6= t2, and thus, we get Point (ii). Point (iii) is aonsequene of Points (i) and (ii) and the fat that the evaluation of t1 6= t2 does not bind anyvariable in the goals G2 and G3. 2The above proposition does not hold if we interhange lause C1 and C2. Consider, in fat,the following lause whih is safe w.r.t. mode M = fp(+); q(+)g:C3. p(X) X 6=Y; q(Z)This lause satis�es M beause for all derivations starting from a ground instane p(t) of p(X)the atom t 6= Y does not sueed. In ontrast, if we use the lause C4: p(X)  q(Z);X 6= Y ,we have that in the derivation starting from p(t), the variable Z is not bound to a ground termand thus, lause C4 does not satisfy the mode M whih has the element q(+).4.3. Semideterministi ProgramsNow we introdue the onept of semideterminism whih haraterizes a lass of programs wewill onsider in this paper.



20.De�nition 7 (Semideterminism) A program P is semideterministi w.r.t. a non-basi atomA i� for eah goal (A0; G0) where A0 is a non-basi atom and A 7!�P (A0; G0), there exists atmost one goal (A1; G1) where A1 is a non-basi atom, suh that (A0; G0))P (A1; G1).Given a mode M for a program P , we say that P is semideterministi w.r.t. M i� for eahnon-basi atom A whih satis�es M , P is semideterministi w.r.t. A.Notie that given a program P whih is semideterministi w.r.t. a given mode M , a non-basiprediate p in P de�nes on the Herbrand base a relation whih is not neessarily funtionalw.r.t. the input arguments of p. For instane, the program P :p(0;X) q(0)p(1;X) q(X)q(1) q(2) is semideterministi w.r.t. the mode fp(+; ?); q(?)g, and p denotes a relation whih is not fun-tional w.r.t. its �rst argument, beause M(P ) j= p(1; 1) and M(P ) j= p(1; 2). Notie thatprogram P is not semideterministi w.r.t. the mode fp(?; ?); q(?)g.Now we give a simple suÆient ondition whih ensures semideterminism. It is based on theonept of mutually exlusive lauses whih we introdue below. We need some preliminaryde�nitions.De�nition 8 (Satis�ability of Disequations w.r.t. a Set of Variables) Given a set V ofvariables, we say that a onjuntion D of disequations, is satis�able w.r.t. V i� there existsa ground substitution � with domain V , suh that every ground instane of D� holds (seeSetion 3.2). In partiular, D is satis�able w.r.t. ; i� every ground instane of D holds.The satis�ability of a onjuntion D of disequations w.r.t. a given set V of variables, an beheked by using the following algorithm de�ned by strutural indution:(1) true, i.e., the empty onjuntion of disequations, is satis�able w.r.t. V ,(2) (D1;D2) is satis�able w.r.t. V i� both D1 and D2 are satis�able w.r.t. V ,(3) X 6= t is satis�able w.r.t. V i� X ours in V and t is either a non-variable term or a variableourring in V distint from X,(4) t 6= X is satis�able w.r.t. V i� X 6= t is satis�able w.r.t. V ,(5) f(: : :) 6= g(: : :), where f and g are distint funtion symbols, is satis�able w.r.t. V , and(6) f(t1; : : : ; tm) 6= f(u1; : : : ; um) is satis�able w.r.t. V i� at least one disequation among t1 6=u1; : : : ; tm 6=um is satis�able w.r.t. V .The orretness of this algorithm relies on the fat that the set of funtion symbols is in�nite(see Setion 3.1).De�nition 9 (Linearity) A program P is said to be linear i� every lause of P has at mostone non-basi atom in its body.De�nition 10 (Guard of a Clause) The guard of a lause C, denoted grd(C), is bd(C) if allatoms in bd(C) are disequations, otherwise grd(C) is the (possibly empty) onjuntion of thedisequations ourring in bd(C) to the left of the leftmost atom whih is not a disequation.



21.De�nition 11 (Mutually Exlusive Clauses) Let us onsider a mode M for the followingtwo, renamed apart lauses:C1. p(t1; u1) G1C2. p(t2; u2) G2where: (i) p is a prediate of arity k (� 0) whose �rst h arguments, with 0� h� k, are inputarguments aording to M , (ii) t1 and t2 are h-tuples of terms denoting the input arguments ofp, and (iii) u1 and u2 are (k�h)-tuples of terms.We say that C1 and C2 are mutually exlusive w.r.t. modeM i� either (i) t1 is not uni�able witht2 or (ii) t1 and t2 are uni�able via an mgu # and (grd (C1); grd (C2))# is not satis�able w.r.t.vars(t1; t2).If h = 0 we stipulate that the empty tuples t1 and t2 are uni�able via an mgu whih is theidentity substitution.We have the following lemmata.Lemma 4.3. Let us onsider a program P and a onjuntion D of disequations. D sueeds inP i� every ground instane of D holds.Proof : Let us onsider the onjuntion (r1 6= s1; : : : ; rk 6= sk) of disequations. Every groundinstane of (r1 6= s1; : : : ; rk 6= sk) holds i� for i = 1; : : : ; k, and for every ground substitution �,ri� 6= si� holds i� for i = 1; : : : ; k, and for every ground substitution �, ri� is a ground termdi�erent from si� i� for i = 1; : : : ; k, it does not exist a ground substitution � suh that ri�and si� are the same ground term i� for i = 1; : : : ; k, ri and si are not uni�able i� (r1 6=s1; : : : ;rk 6=sk) sueeds in P . 2Lemma 4.4. Let P be a program whih is safe w.r.t. mode M and satis�es mode M . Let thenon-unit lauses of P be pairwise mutually exlusive w.r.t. mode M . Given any non-basi atomA0 whih satis�es M , and any basi goal G0, there exists at most one goal (A1; G1) suh thatA1 is a non-basi atom and (A0; G0))P (A1; G1).Proof : By the de�nition of the)P relation (see Setion 3.3), we need to prove that for any non-basi atom A0 whih satis�es M , and any basi goal G0, there exists at most one goal (A1; G1)where A1 is a non-basi atom, suh that: (i) (A0; G0) 7!�P (A1; G1), and (ii) the relation 7!�Pis onstruted by �rst applying exatly one Point (3) of our operational semantis, and thenapplying to the resulting goal Points (1) and (2) of our operational semantis, as many times asrequired to evaluate the leftmost basi atoms, if any.Sine the non-unit lauses of P are pairwise mutually exlusive w.r.t. M , for any given non-basi atom A0 whih satis�esM , there exists at most one non-unit lause, say C, of P suh thatA0 uni�es with hd(C) via an mgu, say �, and grd (C)� sueeds in P . In fat, suppose to theontrary, that there were two suh non-unit lauses, say C1 and C2. Suppose that, for j=1; 2,lause Cj is renamed apart and it is of the form:Cj . p(tj ; uj) grdj ; Kj ,where: (i) tj is a tuple of terms denoting the input arguments of p and (ii) the goal grd j is theguard of Cj, that is, a onjuntion of disequations suh that the leftmost atom of the goal Kj isnot a disequation.Suppose that for j = 1; 2, hd(Cj) uni�es with A0 via the mgu #j. Sine A0 satis�es M , forj =1; 2, the input variables of hd(Cj) are bound by #j to ground terms. Sine t1 and t2 have



22.a ommon ground instane, namely t1#1(= t2#2), they have a relevant mgu # whose domain isa subset of vars(t1; t2), and there exists a ground substitution � with domain vars(t1; t2) suhthat t1#1= t1#�(= t2#2= t2#�). Moreover, sine the lauses C1 and C2 are renamed apart, wehave that:(Property �) for j=1; 2, if restrit #� to vars(tj) then #j=#�.By hypothesis, both grd 1#1 and grd 2#2 sueed in P . Thus, by Lemma 4.3, every groundinstane of grd1#1 and grd2#2 holds. (Reall that the goals grd1#1 and grd2#2 are ground goals,exept for the loal variables of eah disequation ourring in them.)Sine P is safe w.r.t. M , for j = 1; 2, every variable ourring in a disequation of grd j ei-ther ours in tj or it is a loal variable of that disequation in Cj . Thus, by Property (�),grd1#1 = grd1#� and grd2#2 = grd2#�. Sine every ground instane of grd1#1 and grd 2#2holds, we have that every ground instane of (grd 1#�; grd 2#�) holds. In other words, thereexists a ground substitution � whose domain is vars(t1; t2), suh that every ground instane of(grd 1; grd 2)#� holds. By de�nition, this means that (grd 1; grd 2)# is satis�able w.r.t. vars(t1; t2).This ontradits the fat that the non-unit lauses of P are mutually exlusive w.r.t. M .We onlude that for any given non-basi atom A0 whih satis�es M , A0 uni�es via an mgu,say �, with the head of at most one non-unit lause, say C, of P suh that grd(C)� sueeds inP .Now there are two ases: (Case i) A0 uni�es with the head of the lauses in fC;D1; : : : ;Dng,where n�0, C is a non-unit lause, and lauses D1; : : : ;Dn are all unit lauses, and (Case ii) A0uni�es with the head of the lauses in fD1; : : : ;Dng, where n�0 and these lauses are all unitlauses.Let us onsider Case (i). Let lause C be of the form: H  K for some non-basi goal K.For any basi goal G0, by applying one Point (3) of our operational semantis, we have that:(A0; G0) 7!P (K;G0)�. Thus, (K;G0)� is of the form (Bs ; G2) where Bs is a onjuntion ofbasi atoms and the leftmost atom of G2 is non-basi. Sine for any basi atom B and goalG3, there exists at most one goal G4 suh that (B;G3) 7!P G4, by using Points (1) and (2)of our operational semantis, we have that there exists at most one goal (A1; G1) suh that(Bs ; G2) 7!�P (A1; G1), where the atom A1 is non-basi.Every other derivation starting from (A0; G0) by applying Point (3) of our operational seman-tis using a lause in fD1; : : : ;Dng, is suh that if for some goal G5 we have that (A0; G0) 7!�P G5,then G5 is a basi goal, beause from a basi goal we annot derive a non-basi one. This on-ludes the proof of the Lemma in Case (i). The proof in Case (ii) is analogous to that of Case(i). 2The following proposition allows us to prove that a program is semideterministi.Proposition 4.5 (SuÆient Condition for Semideterminism) If (i) P is a linear pro-gram, (ii) P is safe w.r.t. a given mode M , (iii) P satis�es M , and (iv) the non-unit lauses ofP are pairwise mutually exlusive w.r.t. M , then P is semideterministi w.r.t. M .Proof : Take a non-basi atom A whih satis�es M . Every non-basi atom A0 suh that A 7!�P(A0; G0) for some goal G0, satis�es M beause P satis�es M . Sine P is linear, G0 is a basigoal. By Lemma 4.4 there exists at most one goal (A1; G1) where A1 is a non-basi atom, suhthat (A0; G0))P (A1; G1). This means that P is semideterministi w.r.t. M . 2In Setion 5, we will present a strategy for deriving speialized programs whih satis�es thehypotheses of the above Proposition 4.5, and thus, these derived programs are semideterministi.



23.The following examples show that in Proposition 4.5 no hypothesis on program P an bedisarded.Example 6. Consider the following program P and the mode M = fp; qg for P :1. p q; q2. q  3. q  qP is not linear, but P is safe w.r.t. M and P satis�es M . The non-unit lauses of P whih arethe lauses 1 and 3, are pairwise mutually exlusive. However, P is not semideterministi w.r.t.M , beause p 7!�P (q; q), and there exist two non-basi goals, namely q and (q; q), suh that(q; q))P q and (q; q))P (q; q).Example 7. Consider the following program Q and the mode M = fp(?); q1; q2g for Q:1. p(X) X 6=0; q12. p(1) q2Q is linear and it satis�es M , but Q is not safe w.r.t. M beause X is not an input variableof p. Clauses 1 and 2 are mutually exlusive w.r.t. M , beause the set of input variables inp(X) is empty and X 6=0 is not satis�able w.r.t. ;. However, Q is not semideterministi w.r.t.M , beause p(1) 7!�Q p(1), and there exist two non-basi goals, namely q1 and q2, suh thatp(1))Q q1 and p(1))Q q2.Example 8. Consider the following program R and the mode M = fp; r(+); r1; r2g for R:1. p r(X)2. r(1) r13. r(2) r2R is linear and safe w.r.t.M , butR does not satisfyM , beause p 7!R r(X) andX is not a groundterm. Clauses 1, 2, and 3 are pairwise mutually exlusive. However, R is not semideterministiw.r.t. M , beause p 7!�R r(X) and there exist two non-basi goals, namely r1 and r2, suh thatr(X))R r1 and r(X))R r2.Example 9. Consider the following program S and the mode M = fp; r1; r2g for S:1. p r12. p r2S is linear and safe w.r.t. M , and S satis�es M . Clauses 1 and 2 are not pairwise mutuallyexlusive. S is not semideterministi w.r.t. M , beause p 7!�S p, and there exist two non-basigoals, namely r1 and r2, suh that p)S r1 and p)S r2.5. A Transformation Strategy for Speializing Programs and Reduing Non-determinismIn this setion we present a strategy, alled Determinization, for guiding the appliation of thetransformation rules presented in Setion 3.4 so to derive eÆient, speialized programs with re-dued nondeterminism. In partiular, we get derived programs whih are semideterministi. Aswe will indiate in Setion 7, our strategy is an enhanement of the speialization tehnique [5℄,alled onjuntive partial dedution, whih allows the introdution of new prediates de�ned interms of onjuntions of atoms.



24.Our Determinization Strategy is based upon three subsidiary strategies: (i) the Unfold-Simplify subsidiary strategy, whih uses the safe unfolding, equation elimination, disequationreplaement, and subsumption rules, (ii) the Partition subsidiary strategy, whih uses the safease split, equation elimination, disequation replaement, subsumption, and safe head general-ization rules, and (iii) the De�ne-Fold subsidiary strategy whih uses the de�nition introdutionand safe folding rules. More details on these subsidiary strategies will be given below in Se-tions 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, respetively.Given an initial program P , a mode M for P , and an atom p(t1; : : : ; th) w.r.t. whih we wantto speialize P , we introdue by the de�nition introdution rule, the lauseS: ps(X1; : : : ; Xr) p(t1; : : : ; th)where X1; : : : ;Xr are the distint variables ourring in p(t1; : : : ; th).We also de�ne a mode ps(m1; : : : ; mr) for the prediate ps by stipulating that: for any j =1; : : : ; r; mj is + i� Xj is an input variable of p(t1; : : : ; th) aording to the modeM . We assumethat the program P is safe w.r.t. M . Thus, also program P [ fSg is safe w.r.t. M [ fps(m1;: : : ; mr)g. We also assume that P satis�es mode M and thus, program P [ fSg satis�es modeM [ fps(m1; : : : ;mr)g.Our Determinization Strategy is presented below as an iterative proedure that, at eah it-eration, manipulates the following three sets of lauses: (1) Defs, whih is the set of lausesintrodued by the de�nition introdution rule, (2) Cls, whih is the set of lauses to betransformed during the urrent iteration, and (3) TransfP, whih is the set of lauses fromwhih we will onstrut the speialized program. Initially, Cls onsists of the single lause S:ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)  p(t1; : : : ; th) whih is onstruted as we have indiated above. From the setCls a new, semideterministi set of lauses, namely UnitCls [ FoldedCls , is derived by applyingthe transformation rules aording to the Unfold-Simplify, Partition, and De�ne-Fold subsidiarystrategies, and this new set is added to TransfP. The derivation of UnitCls [ FoldedCls mayrequire the introdution of new prediates by applying the de�nition introdution rule. At theend of eah iteration, the set NewDefs of lauses that de�ne the new prediates introdued dur-ing that iteration, is added to Defs, and the value of the set Cls is updated to NewDefs. Thetransformation strategy terminates when Cls=;, that is, no new prediate is introdued duringthe urrent iteration.Determinization StrategyInput: A program P , an atom p(t1; : : : ; th) w.r.t. whih we want to speialize P , and a modeM for P suh that P is safe w.r.t. M and P satis�es M .Output: A speialized program Ps , and an atom ps(X1;: : : ;Xr), with fX1;: : : ;Xrg =vars(p(t1;: : : ; th)) suh that: (i) for every ground substitution # = fX1=u1; : : : ;Xr=urg,M(P ) j= p(t1; : : : ; th)# i� M(Ps) j= ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)#, and (ii) for every substitution � =fX1=v1; : : : ;Xr=vrg suh that the atom p(t1; : : : ; th)� satis�es mode M , we have that: (ii.1)p(t1; : : : ; th)� sueeds in P i� ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)� sueeds in Ps, and (ii.2) Ps is semideterministiw.r.t. ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)�.Initialize. Let S be the lause ps(X1; : : : ;Xr) p(t1; : : : ; th).Defs := fSg; Cls := fSg; TransfP := P ; Ms := M [ fps(m1; : : : ;mr)g, where for anyj = 1; : : : ; r; mj = + i� Xj is an input variable of p(t1; : : : ; th) aording to the mode M ;while Cls 6= ; do(1) Unfold-Simplify. We apply the safe unfolding, equation elimination, disequation replae-ment, and subsumption rules aording to the Unfold-Simplify Strategy given in Setion 5.1



25.below, and from Cls we derive a new set of lauses UnfoldedCls .(2) Partition. Let UnitCls be the unit lauses ourring in UnfoldedCls , and NonunitCls bethe set of non-unit lauses in UnfoldedCls .We apply the safe ase split, equation elimination, disequation replaement, and safe headgeneralization rules aording to the Partition Strategy given in Setion 5.2 below, andfrom NonunitCls we derive a set PartitionedCls of lauses whih is the union of disjointsubsets of lauses. Eah subset is alled a paket. The pakets of PartitionedCls enjoy thefollowing properties:(2a) eah paket is a set of lauses of the form (modulo variable renaming):8><>: H  Diseqs ; G1� � �H  Diseqs ; Gmwhere Diseqs is a onjuntion of disequations and for k = 1; : : : ;m, no disequation oursin Gk, and(2b) for any two lauses C1 and C2, if the paket of C1 is di�erent from the paket of C2,then C1 and C2 are mutually exlusive w.r.t. mode Ms.(3) De�ne-Fold. We apply the de�nition introdution and the safe folding rules aording tothe De�ne-Fold subsidiary strategy given in Setion 5.3 below. Aording to that strategy,we introdue a minimal (possibly empty) set NewDefs of new de�nition lauses and a setMnew of modes suh that:(3a) in Mnew there exists exatly one mode for eah distint head prediate in NewDefs,and(3b) by applying the folding rule, whih is safe w.r.t. Mnew , using the lauses in Defs [NewDefs, from eah paket in PartitionedCls we derive a single lause of the form: H  Diseqs ;newp(: : :).Let FoldedCls be the set of lauses derived by folding the pakets in PartitionedCls .(4) Defs := Defs [NewDefs; Cls := NewDefs; TransfP := TransfP [UnitCls [ FoldedCls ;Ms :=Ms [Mnewend-whileWe derive the speialized program Ps by applying the de�nition elimination rule and keepingonly the lauses of TransfP on whih ps depends.We now show that, if the Determinization Strategy terminates, then the least Herbrand modeland the operational semantis are preserved. Moreover, the derived speialized program Ps issemideterministi w.r.t. ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)� as stated in the following theorem.Theorem 5.1 (Corretness of the Determinization Strategy) Let us onsider a programP , a non-basi atom p(t1; : : : ; th), and a mode M for P suh that: (1) P is safe w.r.t. M and (2)P satis�es M . If the Determinization Strategy terminates with output program Ps and outputatom ps(X1; : : : ;Xr) where fX1; : : : ;Xrg = vars(p(t1; : : : ; th)), then(i) for every ground substitution # = fX1=u1; : : : ;Xr=urg,M(P ) j= p(t1; : : : ; th)# i� M(Ps) j= ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)# and



26.(ii) for every substitution � = fX1=v1; : : : ;Xr=vrg suh that the atom p(t1; : : : ; th)� satis�esmode M ,(ii.1) p(t1; : : : ; th)� sueeds in P i� ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)� sueeds in Ps, and(ii.2) Ps is semideterministi w.r.t. ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)�.Proof : Let Defs and Ps be the set of de�nition lauses and the speialized program obtained atthe end of the Determinization Strategy.(i) Sine ps(X1; : : : ;Xr) p(t1; : : : ; th) is the only lause for ps in P [Defs and fX1; : : : ;Xrg =vars(p(t1; : : : ; th)), for every ground substitution # = fX1=u1; : : : ;Xr=urg we have thatM(P ) j=p(t1; : : : ; th)# i�M(P [Defs) j= ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)#. By the orretness of the transformation rulesw.r.t. the least Herbrand model (see Theorem 3.3), we have thatM(P[Defs) j= ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)#i� M(Ps) j= ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)#.Point (ii.1) follows from Theorem 4.1 beause during the Determinization Strategy, eah appli-ation of the unfolding, folding, head generalization, and ase split rule is safe.(ii.2) We �rst observe that, by onstrution, for every substitution �, the atom p(t1; : : : ; th)�satis�es modeM i� ps(X1; : : : ;Xr)� satis�es modeMs, whereMs is the mode obtained fromMat the end of the Determinization Strategy. Thus, Point (ii.2) an be shown by proving that Ps issemideterministi w.r.t. Ms. In order to prove this fat, it is enough to prove that TransfPw�Pis semideterministi w.r.t. Ms, where TransfPw is the set of lauses whih is the value of thevariable TransfP at the end of the while-do statement of the Determinization Strategy. Indeed,Ps is equal to TransfPw�P beause, by onstrution, ps does not depend on any lause of P ,and thus, by the �nal appliation of the de�nition elimination rule, all lauses of P are removedfrom TransfPw .By Lemma 4.5, it is enough to prove that: (a) TransfPw�P is linear, (b) TransfPw�P is safew.r.t. Ms, () TransfPw �P is satis�es Ms, and (d) the non-unit lauses of TransfPw �P arepairwise mutually exlusive w.r.t. Ms.Property (a) holds beause aording to the Determinization Strategy, after every appliationof the safe folding rule we get a lause of the form: H  Diseqs;newp(: : :), where a singlenon-basi atom ours in the body. All other lauses in TransfPw�P are unit lauses.Properties (b) and () follow from Theorem 4.1 realling that the appliation of the folding,head generalization, and ase split rules are all safe.Property (d) an be proved by omputational indution. (Basis) Initially, TransfP�P is emptyand thus, all its non-unit lauses are pairwise mutually exlusive w.r.t. Ms. (Step) At the end ofeah exeution of the body of the while-do (see Point (4) of the strategy), the non-unit lauseswhih are added to the urrent value of TransfP are the elements of the set FoldedCls and thosenon-unit lauses are derived by applying the Partition and De�ne-Fold subsidiary strategies atPoints (3) and (4), respetively. By onstrution, the lauses in FoldedCls are pairwise mutuallyexlusive w.r.t. Mnew, and their head prediates do not our in TransfP . Thus, the lausesof TransfP [ UnitCls [ FoldedCls are pairwise mutually exlusive w.r.t. Ms [ Mnew. As aonsequene, after the two assignments (see Point (4) of the strategy) TransfP := TransfP [UnitCls [FoldedCls andMs :=Ms[Mnew, we have that Property (d) holds at the beginning ofthe next exeution of the body of the while-do, and the proof of the Step ase is ompleted. 2We now desribe the three subsidiary strategies for realizing the Unfold-Simplify, Partition,and De�ne-Fold transformations as spei�ed by the Determinization Strategy. We will see thesesubsidiary strategies in ation in the examples of Setion 6.



27.During the appliation of our subsidiary strategies it will be onvenient to rewrite every safelause into its normal form. The normal formN of a safe lause an be onstruted by performingdisequation replaements and disequation promotions, so that the following Properties N1{N5hold:(N1) every disequation is of the form: X 6= t, with t di�erent from X and uni�able with X,(N2) every disequation ours in bd(N) to the left of every atom di�erent from a disequation,(N3) if X 6=Y ours in bd(N) and both X and Y are input variables of hd(N), then in hd(N)the leftmost ourrene of X is to the left of the leftmost ourrene of Y ,(N4) for every disequation of the form X 6=Y where Y is an input variable, we have that also Xis an input variable, and(N5) for any pair of disequations d1 and d2 in bd(N), it does not exist a substitution � whihis a bijetive mapping from the set of the loal variables of d1 in N onto the set of the loalvariables of d2 in N suh that d1� = d2. Thus, in partiular, no two equal disequations our inthe normal form of a safe lause.We have that: (i) the normal form of a safe lause is unique, modulo variable renaming anddisequation promotion, and (ii) given a program P and a modeM for P suh that P is safe w.r.t.M and P satis�es M , if we rewrite a lause of P into its normal form, then the least Herbrandmodel semantis and the operational semantis are preserved (this fat is a onsequene ofTheorem 3.3, Theorem 4.1, and Proposition 4.2).A safe lause for whih Properties N1{N5 hold, is said to be in normal form. If a lause C isin normal form, then by Property N2, every disequation in bd(C) ours also in grd (C).5.1. The Unfold-Simplify Subsidiary StrategyThe Unfold-Simplify Strategy �rst produes instanes of the lauses in Cls by unfolding themw.r.t. the leftmost atom in their body, and then it keeps unfolding the derived lauses as long asinput variables are not instantiated. Now, for giving a formal de�nition of the Unfold-SimplifyStrategy we introdue the following onept.De�nition 12 (Consumer Atom) Let P be a program and M a mode for P . A non-basiatom q(t1; : : : ; tk) is said to be a onsumer atom i� for every non-unit lause in P whose headuni�es with that non-basi atom via an mgu #, we have that for i = 1; : : : ; k, if ti is an inputargument of q then ti# is a variant of ti.The Unfold-Simplify Strategy is realized by the following Unfold-Simplify proedure, wherethe expression Simplify(S ) denotes the set of lauses derived from a given set S of lauses, by:(1) �rst, applying whenever possible, the equation elimination rule to the lauses in S, (2) then,rewriting the derived lauses into their normal form, and (3) �nally, applying as long as possiblethe subsumption rule.Proedure Unfold-Simplify(Cls ;UnfoldedCls).Input: A set Cls of lauses in a program P and a mode Ms for P . P is safe w.r.t. Ms and foreah C 2 Cls , the input variables of the leftmost non-basi atom in the body of C are inputvariables of the head of C.Output: A new set UnfoldedCls of lauses whih are derived from Cls by applying the safeunfolding, equation elimination, disequation replaement, and subsumption rules. The lausesin UnfoldedCls are safe w.r.t. Ms.



28.Unfold w.r.t. Leftmost Non-basi Atom:UnfoldedCls := fE j there exists a lause C 2 Cls and lause E is derived by unfoldingC w.r.t. the leftmost non-basi atom in its bodyg;UnfoldedCls := Simplify(UnfoldedCls)Unfold w.r.t. Leftmost Consumer Atom:while there exists a lause C 2 UnfoldedCls whose body has a leftmost onsumer atom,say A, suh that the unfolding of C w.r.t. A is safe doUnfoldedCls := (UnfoldedCls � fCg) [ fE j E is derived by unfolding C w.r.t. Ag;UnfoldedCls := Simplify(UnfoldedCls)end-whileNotie that, by the hypotheses on the input program P and lauses Cls, the �rst unfolding stepperformed by the Unfold-Simplify proedure is safe.This strategy di�ers from usual unfolding strategies for partial evaluation of logi programs(see, for instane, [10℄), beause mode information is used. We have found this strategy verye�etive on several examples as shown in the following Setion 6. However, our strategy has adrawbak in that it may fail to terminate. This drawbak an be remedied by applying tehniquesfor �nite unfolding suh as those based on well-quasi orders [17℄ or well-founded measures [24℄.5.2. The Partition Subsidiary StrategyThe Partition Strategy is realized by the following proedure, where we will write p(t; u) todenote an atom with non-basi prediate p of arity k (� 0), suh that: (i) t is an h-tuple ofterms, with 0�h�k, denoting the h input arguments of p, and (ii) u is a (k�h)-tuple of termsdenoting the arguments of p whih are not input arguments.Proedure Partition(NonunitCls ;PartitionedCls).Input: A set NonunitCls of non-unit lauses in normal form and without variables in ommon.A mode Ms for NonunitCls. The lauses in NonunitCls are safe w.r.t. Ms.Output: A set PartitionedCls of lauses whih is the union of disjoint pakets of lauses suhthat:(2a) eah paket is a set of lauses of the form (modulo variable renaming):8><>: H  Diseqs; G1� � �H  Diseqs; Gmwhere Diseqs is a onjuntion of disequations and for k = 1; : : : ;m, no disequation ours in Gk,and(2b) for any two lauses C1 and C2, if the paket of C1 is di�erent from the paket of C2, thenC1 and C2 are mutually exlusive w.r.t. mode Ms.The lauses in PartitionedCls are in normal form and they are safe w.r.t. Ms.while there exist in NonunitCls two lauses of the form:C1. p(t1; u1) Body1C2. p(t2; u2) Body2



29.suh that: (i) C1 and C2 are not mutually exlusive w.r.t. mode Ms, and either(ii.1) t1 is not a variant of t2 or(ii.2) t1 is a variant of t2 via an mgu # suh that t1# = t2, and for any substitution � whihis a bijetive mapping from the set of loal variables of grd(C1#) in C1# onto the set of loalvariables of grd (C2) in C2, grd (C1#�) annot be made equal to grd (C2) by applying disequationpromotion doWe take a binding X=r as follows.(Case 1) Suppose that t1 is not a variant of t2. In this ase, sine C1 and C2 are notmutually exlusive, we have that t1 and t2 are uni�able and, for some i; j 2 f1; 2g, withi 6=j, there exists an mgu # of ti and tj and a binding Y=ta in # suh that tjfY=tag is nota variant of tj . Without loss of generality we may assume that i=1 and j=2. Then wetake the binding X=r to be Y=ta.(Case 2) Suppose that t1 is a variant of t2 via an mgu #. Now every lause whose normalform has a disequation of the form X 6= t where X is a loal variable, is mutually exlusivew.r.t. any other lause. Thus, for some i; j 2 f1; 2g, with i 6= j, there exists a disequation(Y 6= ta)# in grd (Ci#) where Y # is an input variable of hd(Ci#), suh that for any sub-stitution � whih is a bijetive mapping from the set of loal variables of grd (Ci#) in Ci#onto the set of loal variables of grd(Cj#) in Cj# and for every disequation (Z 6= tb)# ingrd (Cj#), we have that (Y 6= ta)#� is di�erent from (Z 6= tb)#. We also have that Y # isan input variable of hd(Cj#). Without loss of generality we may assume that i=1, j=2,t1#= t2, and C2#=C2. Then we take the binding X=r to be (Y=ta)#.We apply the ase split rule to lause C2 w.r.t. X=r, that is, we derive the two lauses:C21. (p(t2; u2) Body2)fX=rgC22. p(t2; u2) X 6=r;Body2This appliation of the ase split rule is safe beause: (i) lauses C1 and C2 are safew.r.t. Ms, (ii) X is an input variable of hd (C22) (reall that our hoie of X=r in Case2 ensures that X is an input variable of hd(C2)), and (iii) eah variable in r is either aninput variable of hd (C22) or a loal variable of X 6= r in C22. Thus, lauses C21 and C22are safe w.r.t. mode Ms and they are also mutually exlusive w.r.t. Ms.We update the value of NonunitCls as follows:NonunitCls := (NonunitCls � fC2g) [ fC21; C22gNonunitCls := Simplify(NonunitCls).end-whileNow the set NonunitCls is partitioned into subsets of lauses and after suitable variable renamingand disequation promotion, eah subset is of the form:8><>: p(t; u1) Diseqs ;Goal 1� � �p(t; um) Diseqs;Goalmwhere Diseqs is a onjuntion of disequations and for k = 1; : : : ;m, no disequation ours inGoalk, and any two lauses in di�erent subsets are mutually exlusive w.r.t. mode Ms.Then we proess every subset of lauses we have derived, by applying the safe head generalizationrule so to replae the non-input arguments in the heads of the lauses belonging to the same



30.subset by their most spei� ommon generalization. Thus, every subset of lauses will eventuallytake the form:8><>: p(t; u) Eqs1;Diseqs ;Goal 1� � �p(t; u) Eqsm;Diseqs ;Goalmwhere u is the most spei� ommon generalization of the terms u1; : : : ; um and, for k =1; : : : ;m, the goal Eqsk is a onjuntion of the equations V1 = v1; : : : ; Vr = vr suh thatufV1=v1; : : : ; Vr=vrg = uk.Finally, we move all disequations to the leftmost positions of the body of every lause wherebygetting the set PartitionedCls.The following property is partiularly important for the mehanization of our Determinizationstrategy.Theorem 5.2. The Partition proedure terminates.Proof : It is enough to show that the while-do statement in the Partition proedure terminates.To see this, let us �rst onsider the set NonunitCls in whih is the value of the set NonunitClsat the beginning of the exeution of the while-do statement. NonunitCls in an be partitionedinto maximal sets of lauses suh that: (i) two lauses whih belong to two distint sets, aremutually exlusive, and (ii) if two lauses, say C0 and Cn+1, belong to the same set, then thereexists a sequene of lauses C0; C1; : : : ; Cn+1, with n� 0, suh that for i = 0; : : : ; n, lauses Ciand Ci+1 are not mutually exlusive.For our termination proof it is enough to show the termination of the Partition proedurewhen starting from exatly one maximal set, say K, of the partition of NonunitCls in beauseduring the exeution of the Partition proedure, the replaement of a lause, say C2, by thelauses, say C21 and C22, satis�es the following property: if lauses C2 and D are mutuallyexlusive then C21 and D are mutually exlusive and also C22 and D are mutually exlusive.Let every lause of K be renamed apart and written in a form, alled equational form, wherethe input arguments are generalized to new variables and these new variables are bound byequations in the body. The equational form of a lause C will be denoted by Ceq . For instane,given the lause C: p(f(X); r(Y; Y ); r(X;U)) Body , with mode p(+;+; ?) for p, we have thatCeq is: p(V;W; r(X))  V =f(X);W =r(Y; Y );Body .Let Keq be the set fCeq j C 2 Kg. Thus, Keq has the following form:8><>: p(v1; u1) Eqs1;Diseqs1;Body1� � �p(vn; un) Eqsn;Diseqsn;Bodynwhere, for i = 0; : : : ; n: (1) vi denotes a tuple of variables whih are the input arguments ofp, (2) ui denotes a tuple of arguments of p whih are not input arguments, (3) Eqsi denotes aonjuntion of equations of the form X = t, whih bind the variables in vi, (4) Diseqsi denotesa onjuntion of disequations, and (5) Body i denotes a onjuntion of atoms whih are di�erentfrom disequations (reall that the lauses in NonunitCls in are in normal form). Equations mayour also in Body i, but they do not bind any input variable of p(vi; ui).Let us now introdue the following set T = ft j t is a term or a subterm ourring in Eqsi orDiseqsi for some i = 1; : : : ; ng.Every exeution of the body of the while-do statement of the Partition proedure works byreplaing a safe lause, say C2, by two new safe lauses, say C21 and C22. We will prove the



31.termination of the Partition proedure by: (i) mapping the replaements it performs, ontothe orresponding replaements of the lauses written in equational form in the set Keq , and(ii) showing that the set Keq annot undergo an in�nite number of suh replaements.Let us then onsider the equational forms Ceq2 , Ceq21 , and Ceq22 of the lauses C2, C21, and C22,respetively. We have that: (i) bd(Ceq21) has one more equation of the form X=r w.r.t. bd(Ceq2 ),and (ii) bd(Ceq22) has one more disequation of the form X 6=r w.r.t. bd(Ceq2 ). We also have thatthere exists only a �nite number of pairs hX; ri, beause X is a variable symbol ourring inKeq and r is a term ourring in the �nite set T [ ft j t is a term or a subterm ourring inan mgu of a �nite number of elements of Tg. (We have onsidered mgu's of a �nite number ofelements of T , rather than mgu's of two elements only, beause a �nite number of lause headsin K may have the same ommon instane.)Thus, in order to onlude the proof, it remains to show that before the replaement of C2 byC21 and C22, neither X=r nor X 6=r ours in bd(Ceq2 ). Here and in the rest of the proof, thenotion of ourrene of an equation or a disequation is modulo renaming of the loal variables.Indeed,(1.1) X 6=r does not our in bd(Ceq2 ) beause X=r is a binding of an mgu of the input argumentsof hd(C1) and hd(C2), and lauses C1 and C2 are not mutually exlusive, and thus, X 6=r doesnot our in bd(C2), and (1.2) X=r does not our in bd(Ceq2 ) beause X=r is, by onstrution,a binding of an mgu between the input arguments of the heads of the lauses C1 and C2 andthese lauses are obtained as a result of the Simplify funtion whih eliminates every ourreneof the variable X from C2, and� in Case (2): (2.1) X=r does not our in bd(Ceq2 ) beause, by hypothesis, a variant of X 6=rours in bd(C1) and lauses C1 and C2 are not mutually exlusive, and (2.2) X 6= r does notour in bd(Ceq2 ) beause X 6=r does not our in bd(C2) (indeed, we hoose X 6=r preisely tosatisfy this ondition). 2When the Partition proedure terminates, it returns a set PartitionedCls of lauses whih isthe union of pakets of lauses enjoying Properties (2a) and (2b) indiated in the Output spei�-ation of that proedure. These properties are a straightforward onsequene of the terminationondition of the while-do statement of that same proedure.5.3. The De�ne-Fold Subsidiary StrategyThe De�ne-Fold Strategy is realized by the following proedure.Proedure De�ne-Fold(PartitionedCls ;Defs ;NewDefs;FoldedCls).Input: (i) A modeMs, (ii) a set PartitionedCls of lauses whih are safe w.r.t.Ms, and (iii) a setDefs of de�nition lauses. PartitionedCls is the union of the disjoint pakets of lauses omputedby the Partition subsidiary strategy.Output: (i) A minimal, possibly empty, set NewDefs of de�nition lauses, together with amode Mnew onsisting of exatly one mode for eah distint head prediate in NewDefs. Foreah C 2 NewDefs, the input variables of the leftmost non-basi atom in the body of C areinput variables of the head of C. (ii) A set FoldedCls of folded lauses.NewDefs := ;; Mnew := ;; FoldedCls := ;;while there exists in PartitionedCls a paket Q of the form:8><>: H  Diseqs; G1� � �H  Diseqs; Gm



32.where Diseqs is a onjuntion of disequations and for k = 1; : : : ;m, no disequation ours in Gk,do PartitionedCls := PartitionedCls � Q and apply the de�nition and safe folding rules asfollows.(Case �) Let us suppose that the set Defs of the available de�nition lauses ontains a subsetof lauses of the form:8><>: newq(X1; : : : ;Xh)  G1� � �newq(X1; : : : ;Xh)  Gmsuh that: (i) they are all lauses in Defs for prediate newq, (ii) X1; : : : ;Xh inlude everyvariable whih ours in one of the goals G1; : : : ; Gm and also ours in one of the goalsH;Diseqs (this property is needed for the orretness of folding, see Setion 3.4), and(iii) for i = 1; : : : ; h, if Xi is an input argument of newq then Xi is either an input variableof H (aording to the given modeMs) or an input variable of the leftmost non-basi atomof one of the goals G1; : : : ; Gm. Then we fold the given paket and we get:FoldedCls := FoldedCls [ fH  Diseqs;newq(X1; : : : ;Xh)g(Case �) If in Defs there is no set of de�nition lauses satisfying the onditions desribed inCase (�), then we add to NewDefs the following lauses for a new prediate newr :8><>: newr (X1; : : : ;Xh)  G1� � �newr (X1; : : : ;Xh)  Gmwhere, for i = 1; : : : ; h, either (i) Xi ours in one of the goals G1; : : : ; Gm and also oursin one of the goals H;Diseqs , or (ii) Xi is an input variable of the leftmost non-basi atomof one of the goals G1; : : : ; Gm. We add to Mnew the mode newr (m1; : : : ; mh) suh thatfor i = 1; : : : ; h, mi=+ i� Xi is either an input variable of H or an input variable of theleftmost non-basi atom of one of the goals G1; : : : ; Gm. We then fold the paket underonsideration and we get:FoldedCls := FoldedCls [ fH  Diseqs;newr (X1; : : : ;Xh)gend-whileNotie that the post-onditions on the set NewDefs whih is an output of the De�ne-Fold proe-dure (see Point (i) of the Output of the proedure), ensure the satisfation of the pre-onditionson the set Cls whih is an input of the Unfold-Simplify proedure. Indeed, reall that the set Clsis onstruted during the Determinization strategy by the assignment Cls := NewDefs. Reallalso that these pre-onditions are needed to ensure that the �rst unfolding step performed bythe Unfold-Simplify proedure is safe.Notie also that eah appliation of the folding rule is safe (see De�nition 4). This fat isimplied in Case (�) by Condition (iii), and in Case (�) by the de�nition of the mode for newr .Finally, notie that the De�ne-Fold subsidiary strategy does not guarantee the terminationof the speialization proess. To avoid non-termination we may use generalization tehniquessimilar to those used in partial evaluation (see the Partial Evaluation Strategy in Setion 1and [10, 15, 18℄). We do not disuss further this issue here.



33.6. Examples of Appliation of the Transformation StrategyIn this setion we will present some examples of program speialization where we will see ination our Determinization Strategy together with the Unfold-Simplify, Partition, and De�ne-Fold subsidiary strategies.6.1. A Complete Derivation: Computing the Ourrenes of a Pattern in a StringLet us onsider the following generalization of the problem of Setion 2.2: Given a pattern Pand a string S we want to ompute the position, say N , of an ourrene of P in S, that is,we want to �nd two strings L and R suh that: (i) S is the onatenation of L, P , and R, and(ii) the length of L is N . A program that for given P and S omputes N is as follows.Program Math Pos (initial, nondeterministi)1. math pos(P; S;N)  append (Y;R; S); append (L; P; Y ); length(L; N)2. length([ ℄; 0) 3. length([HjT ℄; s(N)) length(T;N)4. append ([ ℄; Y; Y ) 5. append ([AjX℄; Y; [AjZ℄)  append (X;Y;Z)Given a pattern P and a string S, the Math Pos program is nondeterministi and either(i) it omputes no position if P does not our in S, or (ii) it omputes one or more positions(one position for eah ourrene of P in S). The mode M for the program Math Pos ismath pos(+;+; ?), append (?; ?;+), length(+; ?)g. We leave it to the reader to verify thatMath Pos satis�es M .The derivation we will perform using the Determinization Strategy is more hallenging thanthe ones presented in the literature (see, for instane, [12, 35℄) beause an ourrene of thepattern in the string is spei�ed in the initial program via the append prediate whih denoteslist onatenation.We want to speialize theMath Pos program w.r.t. the atom math pos([a; a; b℄; S;N). Thus,we introdue the de�nition lause:6. sp math pos(S;N) math pos([a; a; b℄; S;N)The mode of the new prediate is sp math pos(+; ?) beause S is an input argument ofmath pos and N is not an input argument. Our transformation strategy starts o� withthe following initial values: Defs = Cls = f6g, TransfP = Math Pos, and Ms = M [fsp math pos(+; ?)g.First iterationUnfold-Simplify. By unfolding lause 6 w.r.t. the leftmost atom in its body we derive:7. sp math pos(S;N) append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)The body of lause 7 has no onsumer atoms (notie that, for instane, the mgu of the atomappend (Y;R; S) and the head of lause 5 has the binding S=[AjZ℄ where S is an input variable).Thus, the Unfold-Simplify subsidiary strategy terminates. We have: UnfoldedCls = f7g.Partition. NonunitCls is made out of lause 7 only, and thus, the Partition subsidiary strategyimmediately terminates and produes a set PartitionedCls whih onsists of a single paket madeout of lause 7.



34.De�ne-Fold. In order to fold lause 7 in PartitionedCls, the De�ne-Fold subsidiary strategyintrodues the following de�nition lause:8. new1(S;N) append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)The mode of new1 is new1(+; ?). By folding lause 7 using lause 8 we derive:9. sp math pos(S;N) new1(S;N)Thus, the �rst iteration of the Determinization Strategy terminates with Defs = f6; 8g, Cls =f8g, TransfP = Math Pos [ f9g, and Ms =M [ fsp math pos(+; ?); new1(+; ?)g.Seond iterationUnfold-Simplify. We follow the subsidiary strategy desribed in Setion 5.1 and we �rst unfoldlause 8 in Cls w.r.t. the leftmost atom in its body. We get:10. new1(S;N) append (L; [a; a; b℄; [ ℄); length(L;N)11. new1([CjS℄; N) append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; [CjY ℄); length(L;N)Now we unfold lauses 10 and 11 w.r.t. the leftmost onsumer atom of their body (see theunderlined atoms). The unfolding of lause 10 amounts to its deletion, beause the seletedatom is not uni�able with any head in program Math Pos. The unfolding of lause 11 yieldstwo new lauses that are further unfolded aording to the Unfold-Simplify subsidiary strategy.After some unfolding steps, we derive the following lauses:12. new1([ajS℄; 0)  append ([a; b℄; R; S)13. new1([CjS℄; s(N))  append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)Partition. We apply the safe ase split rule to lause 13 w.r.t. to the binding C=a, beause theinput argument in the head of this lause is uni�able with the input argument in the head oflause 12 via the mgu fC=ag. We derive the following two lauses:14. new1([ajS℄; s(N))  append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)15. new1([CjS℄; s(N))  C 6=a; append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)Now, the set of lauses derived so far by the Partition subsidiary strategy an be partitionedinto two pakets: the �rst one is made out of lauses 12 and 14, where the input argument ofthe head prediate is of the form [ajS℄, and the seond one is made out of lause 15 only, wherethe input argument of the head prediate is of the form [CjS℄ with C 6=a.The Partition subsidiary strategy terminates by applying the safe head generalization ruleto lauses 12 and 14, so to replae the seond arguments in their heads by the most spei�ommon generalization of those arguments, that is, a variable. We get the paket:16. new1([ajS℄;M)  M=0; append ([a; b℄; R; S)17. new1([ajS℄;M)  M=s(N); append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)For the paket made out of lause 15 only, no appliation of the safe head generalization rule isperformed. Thus, we have derived the set of lauses PartitionCls whih is the union of the twopakets f16; 17g and f15g.De�ne-Fold. Sine there is no set of de�nition lauses whih an be used to fold the paketf16; 17g, we are in Case (�) of the De�ne-Fold subsidiary strategy. Thus, we introdue a newprediate new2 as follows:18. new2(S;M) M=0; append ([a; b℄; R; S)19. new2(S;M)  M=s(N); append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)



35.The mode of new2 is new2(+; ?) beause S is an input variable of the head of eah lause ofthe orresponding paket. By folding lauses 16 and 17 using lauses 18 and 19 we derive thefollowing lause:20. new1([ajS℄;M) new2(S;M)We then onsider the paket made out of lause 15 only. This paket an be folded using lause8 in Defs. Thus, we are in Case (�) of the De�ne-Fold subsidiary strategy. By folding lause 15we derive the following lause:21. new1([CjS℄; s(N)) C 6=a; new1(S;N)Thus, FoldedCls is the set f20; 21g.After these folding steps we onlude the seond iteration of the Determinization Strategywith the following assignments: Defs := Defs [ f18; 19g; Cls := f18; 19g; TransfP := TransfP [f20; 21g; Ms :=Ms [ fnew2(+; ?)g.Third iterationUnfold-Simplify. From Cls, that is, lauses 18 and 19, we derive the set UnfoldedCls made outof the following lauses:22. new2([ajS℄; 0)  append ([b℄; R; S)23. new2([ajS℄; s(0))  append ([a; b℄; R; S)24. new2([CjS℄; s(s(N))) append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)Partition. The set NonunitCls is idential to UnfoldedCls. From NonunitCls we derive the setPartitionedCls made out of the following lauses:25. new2([ajS℄;M) M=0; append ([b℄; R; S)26. new2([ajS℄;M) M=s(0); append ([a; b℄; R; S)27. new2([ajS℄;M) M=s(s(N)); append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)28. new2([CjS℄; s(s(N))) C 6=a; append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)De�ne-Fold. We introdue the following de�nition lauses:29. new3(S;M) M=0; append ([b℄; R; S)30. new3(S;M) M=s(0); append ([a; a℄; R; S)31. new3(S;M) M=s(s(N)); append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)where the mode for new3 is new3(+; ?). By folding, from PartitionedCls we derive the followingtwo lauses:32. new2([ajS℄;M) new3(S;M)33. new2([CjS℄; s(s(N))) C 6=a; new1(S;N)whih onstitute the set FoldedCls.The third iteration of the Determinization Strategy terminates by performing the followingupdates: Defs := Defs [ f29; 30; 31g; Cls := f29; 30; 31g; TransfP := TransfP [ f32; 33g; Ms :=Ms [ fnew3(+; ?)g.Fourth iterationUnfold-Simplify. From Cls we derive the new set UnfoldedCls made out of the following lauses:34. new3([bjS℄; 0)  append ([ ℄; R; S)35. new3([ajS℄; s(0))  append ([b℄; R; S)



36.36. new3([ajS℄; s(s(0)))  append ([a; b℄; R; S)37. new3([CjS℄; s(s(s(N))))  append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)Partition. The set NonunitCls is idential to UnfoldedCls. From NonunitCls we derive the newset PartitionedCls made out of the following lauses:38. new3([ajS℄; s(M))  M=0; append ([b℄; R; S)39. new3([ajS℄; s(M))  M=s(0); append ([a; b℄; R; S)40. new3([ajS℄; s(M))  M=s(s(N)); append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)41. new3([bjS℄;M)  M=0; append ([ ℄; R; S)42. new3([bjS℄;M)  M=s(s(s(N))); append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)43. new3([CjS℄; s(s(s(N)))) C 6=a;C 6=b; append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y );length(L;N)De�ne-Fold. We introdue two new prediates by the following de�nition lauses:44. new4(S;M) M=0; append ([ ℄; R; S)45. new4(S;M) M=s(s(s(N))); append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)We now fold the lauses in PartitionedCls and we derive the set FoldedCls made out of thefollowing lauses:46. new3([ajS℄; s(M))  new3(R;S)47. new3([bjS℄;M)  new4(R;S)48. new3([CjS℄; s(s(s(N))))  C 6=a; C 6=b; new1(S;N)The fourth iteration terminates by performing the following updates: Defs := Defs [ f44; 45g;Cls := f44; 45g; TransfP := TransfP [ f46; 47; 48g; Ms :=Ms [ fnew4(+; ?)g.Fifth iterationUnfold-Simplify. From Cls we derive the new set UnfoldedCls made out of the following lauses:49. new4(S; 0)  50. new4([ajS℄; s(s(s(0))))  append ([a; b℄; R; S)51. new4([CjS℄; s(s(s(s(N)))))  append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y ); length(L;N)Partition. The set NonunitCls is made out of lauses 50 and 51. From NonunitCls we derivethe new set PartitionedCls made out of the following lauses:52. new4([ajS℄; s(s(s(M))))  M=0; append ([a; b℄; R; S)53. new4([ajS℄; s(s(s(M))))  M=s(N); append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y );length(L;N)54. new4([CjS℄; s(s(s(s(N)))))  C 6=a; append (Y;R; S); append (L; [a; a; b℄; Y );length(L;N)De�ne-Fold. We are able to perform all required folding steps without introduing new de�nitionlauses (see Case (�) of the De�ne-Fold proedure). In partiular, we fold: (i) lauses 52 and 53using lauses 18 and 19, and (ii) lause 54 using lause 8. Sine no new de�nition is introdued,the set Cls is empty and the transformation strategy stops. Our �nal speialized program is thefollowing:
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N :=0 new1 new2 new3 new4 true

=a, N :=N+1= a, N :=N+3 any haraterreturn N
6=a, N :=N+4

6=a, N :=N+1=a =a =b6= a, N :=N+26=a and 6=b, N :=N+3
Figure 1: Finite automaton with ounter N , orresponding to Math PossProgram Math Poss (speialized, semideterministi)9. sp math pos(S;N) new1(S;N)20. new1([ajS℄;M)  new2(S;M)21. new1([CjS℄; s(N)) C 6=a; new1(S;N)32. new2([ajS℄;M)  new3(S;M)33. new2([CjS℄; s(s(N)))  C 6=a; new1(S;N)46. new3([ajS℄; s(M))  new3(R;S)47. new3([bjS℄;M)  new4(R;S)48. new3([CjS℄; s(s(s(N))))  C 6=a; C 6=b; new1(S;N)49. new4(S; 0) 55. new4([ajS℄; s(s(s(M))))  new2(S;M)56. new4([CjS℄; s(s(s(s(N)))))  C 6=a; new1(S;N)This �nal program is semideterministi and it orresponds to the �nite automaton with oneounter depited in Fig. 1. The prediates orrespond to the states of the automaton andthe lauses orrespond to the transitions. The prediate new1 orresponds to the initial state,beause the program is intended to be used for goals of the form sp math pos(S;N), where Sis bound to a list of haraters, and by lause 1 sp math pos(S;N) alls new1(S;N). Notiethat this �nite automaton is deterministi exept for the state orresponding to the prediatenew4, where the automaton an either (i) aept the input string by returning the value of Nand moving to the �nal state true, even if the input string has not been ompletely sanned (seelause 49), or (ii) move to the state orresponding to new2, if the symbol of the input stringwhih is sanned is a (see lause 55), or (iii) move to the state orresponding to new1, if thesymbol of the input string whih is sanned is di�erent from a (see lause 56).



38.6.2. Multiple Pattern MathingNow we onsider a generalization of the problem desribed in Setion 6.1. Given a list Ps ofpatterns and a string S we want to ompute the position, say N , of any ourrene in S of apattern whih is a member of Ps. For any given Ps and S the following program omputes Nin a nondeterministi way.Program Mmath (initial, nondeterministi)1. mmath([P jPs ℄; S;N) math pos(P; S;N)2. mmath([P jPs ℄; S;N) mmath(Ps ; S;N)The atom mmath(Ps ; S;N) holds i� there exists a pattern in the list Ps of patterns whih oursin the string S at position N . The prediate math pos is de�ned as in program Math Pos ofSetion 6.1, and its lauses are not listed here. We onsider the following mode for the programMmath: fmmath(+;+; ?); math pos(+;+; ?), append (?; ?;+), length(+; ?)g.We want to speialize this multi-pattern mathing program w.r.t. the list [[a; a; a℄; [a; a; b℄℄ ofpatterns. Thus, we introdue the following de�nition lause:3. sp mmath(S;N) mmath([[a; a; a℄; [a; a; b℄℄; S;N)The mode of the new prediate is sp mmath(+; ?) beause S is an input argument of mmath ,and N does not. Thus, our transformation strategy starts o� with the following initial values:Defs = Cls = f3g, TransfP = Mmath, and Ms =M [ fsp mmath(+; ?)g.The output of the transformation strategy is the following program.Program Mmaths (speialized, semideterministi)4. sp mmath(S;N) new1(S;N)5. new1([ajS℄;M)  new2(S;M)6. new1([CjS℄; s(N)) C 6=a; new1(S;N)7. new2([ajS℄;M)  new3(S;M)8. new2([CjS℄; s(s(N)))  C 6=a; new1(S;N)9. new3([ajS℄;M)  new4(S;M)10. new3([bjS℄;M)  new5(S;M)11. new3([CjS℄; s(s(s(N))))  C 6=a; C 6=b; new1(S;N)12. new4(S; 0) 13. new4([ajS℄; s(N))  new4(S;N)14. new4([bjS℄; s(N))  new5(S;N)15. new4([CjS℄; s(s(s(s(N)))))  C 6=a; C 6=b; new1(S;N)16. new5(S; 0) 17. new5([ajS℄; s(s(s(N))))  new2(S;N)18. new5([CjS℄; s(s(s(s(N)))))  C 6=a; new1(S;N)Similarly to the single-pattern string mathing example of the previous Setion 6.1, this spe-ialized, semideterministi program orresponds to a �nite automaton with ounters whih isdeterministi, exept for the states orresponding to the prediates new4 and new5 where allstrings are aepted. A similar derivation annot be performed by usual partial evaluationtehniques without a prior transformation into failure ontinuation passing style [35℄.



39.6.3. From Regular Expressions to Finite AutomataIn this example we show the derivation of a deterministi �nite automaton by speializing ageneral parser for regular expressions w.r.t. a given regular expression. The initial programReg Expr for testing whether or not a string belongs to the language denoted by a regularexpression over the alphabet fa; bg, is the one given below.Program Reg Expr (initial, nondeterministi)1. in language(E;S) string(S); aepts(E;S)2. string([ ℄) 3. string([ajS℄) string(S)4. string([bjS℄) string(S)5. aepts(E; [E℄)  symbol (E)6. aepts(E1E2; S) append (S; S1; S2); aepts(E1; S1); aepts(E2; S2)7. aepts(E1+E2; S) aepts(E1; S)8. aepts(E1+E2; S) aepts(E2; S)9. aepts(E�; [ ℄)10. aepts(E�; S) ne append (S1; S2; S); aepts(E;S1); aepts(E�; S2)11. symbol (a) 12. symbol (b) 13. ne append ([A℄; Y; [AjY ℄) 14. ne append ([AjX℄; Y; [AjZ℄)  ne append (X;Y;Z)We have that in language(E;S) holds i� S is a string in fa; bg� and S belongs to the languagedenoted by the regular expression E. In the Reg Expr program we have used the prediatene append (S1; S2; S) whih holds i� the non-empty string S is the onatenation of the nonemptystring S1 and the string S2. The use the ne append (S1; S2; S) in lause 10 is motivated by the ob-jetive of writing a terminating program, that is, a program for whih we annot have an in�nitederivation starting from a ground goal. Indeed, if in lause 10 we replae ne append (S1; S2; S)by append (S1; S2; S), then we may onstrut an in�nite derivation beause from a goal of theform aepts(E�; S) we an derive a new goal of the form (aepts(E; [ ℄); aepts(E�; S)).We onsider the following mode for the program Reg Expr :fin language(+;+); string(+); aepts(+;+); symbol (+); ne append (?; ?;+); append (?; ?;+)g.We use our Determinization Strategy to speialize the program Reg Expr w.r.t. the atomin language(a(a+b)�b; S). Thus, we begin by introduing the de�nition lause:15. sp in language(S) in language(a(a+b)�b; S)We derive the following speialized program Reg Exprs .Program Reg Exprs (speialized, semideterministi)16. sp in language(S) new1(S)17. new1([ajS℄) new2(S)18. new2([b℄) 19. new2([ajS℄) new3(S)20. new2([bjS℄) new3(S)21. new3([b℄) 22. new3([ajS℄) new3(S)23. new3([bjS℄) new3(S)This speialized program orresponds to a �nite automaton, whih is deterministi exept in



40.the states orresponding to the prediates new2 and new3 when it is sanning the symbol b. Inthese states the �nite automaton may either enter a �nal state (see lauses 18 and 21) or remainin the same state (see lauses 20 and 23).6.4. Mathing Regular ExpressionsWe onsider the following problem of mathing a regular expression: Given a regular expressionE and a string S we want to test whether or not there exists a substring of S whih belongs tothe language denoted by the regular expression E. The following program solves our mathingproblem in a nondeterministi way.Program Reg Expr Math (initial, nondeterministi)1. re math(E;S) append (Y;R; S); append (L; P; Y ); aepts(E;P )where the prediates append and aepts are de�ned as in the programsMath Pos and Reg Expr,respetively, and their lauses are not listed here. The atom re math(E;S) holds i� there existsa string P whih ours as a substring of S suh that P belongs to the language denoted bythe regular expression E. We onsider the following mode for the program Reg Expr Math:fappend (?; ?;+); aept(+;+); re math(+;+)g.We want to speialize the program Reg Expr Math w.r.t. the regular expression aa�b. Thus,we introdue the following de�nition lause:2. sp re math(S) re math(aa�b; S)The mode of the new prediate is sp re math(+) beause S is an input argument of re math .Thus, our transformation strategy starts o� with the following initial values: Defs = Cls = f2g,TransfP = re Math, and Ms =M [ fsp re math(+)g.The output of the transformation strategy is the following program.Program Reg Expr Maths (speialized, semideterministi)3. sp re math(S) new1(S)4. new1([ajS℄) new2(S)5. new1([CjS℄) C 6=a; new1(S)6. new2([ajS℄) new3(S)7. new2([CjS℄) C 6=a; new1(S)8. new3([ajS℄) new4(S)9. new3([bjS℄) new3(S)10. new3([CjS℄) C 6=a; C 6=b; new1(S)11. new4(S) Similarly to the single-pattern string mathing example of Setion 2.2, this speialized, semide-terministi program orresponds to a deterministi �nite automaton.6.5. Speializing Context-free Parsers to Regular GrammarsLet us onsider the following program for parsing ontext-free languages:



41.Program CF Parser (initial, nondeterministi)1. string parse(G;A;W ) string(W ); parse(G;A;W )2. string([ ℄) 3. string([0jW ℄) string(W )4. string([1jW ℄) string(W )5. parse(G ; [ ℄; [ ℄) 6. parse(G ; [AjX℄; [AjY ℄) terminal (A); parse(G;X; Y )7. parse(G; [AjX℄; Y )  nonterminal (A); member (A! B;G);append (B;X;Z); parse(G;Z; Y )8. member (A; [AjX℄)  9. member (A; [BjX℄) member (A;X)together with the lauses for the prediate append de�ned as in program Math Pos of Se-tion 6.1, and the unit lauses stating that 0 and 1 are terminals and s; u; v; and w are non-terminals. The �rst argument of parse is a ontext-free grammar, the seond argument is alist of terminal and nonterminal symbols, and the third argument is a word represented as alist of terminal symbols. We assume that a ontext-free grammar is represented as a list ofprodutions of the form x! y, where x is a nonterminal symbol and y is a list of terminal andnonterminal symbols. We have that parse(G; [s℄;W ) holds i� from the symbol s we an derivethe word W using the grammar G. We onsider the following mode for the program CF Parser :fparse(+;+;+); terminal (+); nonterminal (+); member(?;+); append (+;+; ?)g.We want to speialize our parsing program w.r.t. the following regular grammar:s! 0u s! 0 v s! 0wu! 0 u! 0u u! 0 vv ! 0 v ! 0 v v ! 0uw! 1 w ! 0wTo this aim we apply our Determinization Strategy starting from the following de�nition lause:10. sp string parse(W ) parse([ s! [0; u℄, s! [0; v℄, s! [0; w℄,u! [0℄, u! [0; u℄, u! [0; v℄,v ! [0℄, v ! [0; v℄, v ! [0; u℄,w ! [1℄, w ! [0; w℄ ℄; [s℄; W )The mode for the newly introdued prediate is sp string parse(+). We derive the followingspeialized program CF Parsers .Program CF Parsers (speialized, semideterministi)11. sp string parse(W ) new1(W )12. new1([0jW ℄) new2(W )13. new2([0jW ℄) new3(W )14. new2([1jW ℄) new4(W )15. new3([ ℄) 16. new3([0jW ℄) new5(W )17. new3([1jW ℄) new4(W )18. new4([ ℄) 19. new5([ ℄) 20. new5([0jW ℄) new3(W )21. new5([1jW ℄) new4(W )This program orresponds to a deterministi �nite automaton.
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string([0n1℄); parse(g; [s℄; [0n1℄)string parse(g; [s℄; [0n1℄)

parse(g; [w℄; [0n�11℄)parse(g; [w℄; [0n�21℄)trueparse(g; [u℄; [0n�21℄)
parse(g; [s℄; [0n1℄)

(n>2)
parse(g; [u℄; [0n�21℄)parse(g; [u℄; [0n�11℄) parse(g; [v℄; [0n�11℄)parse(g; [v℄; [0n�21℄)parse(g; [v℄; [0n�21℄)no suessesFigure 2: Derivation tree T1 for string parse(g; [s℄; [0n1℄)Now, we would like to disuss the improvements we ahieved in this example by applyingour Determinization Strategy. Let us onsider the derivation tree T1 (see Fig. 2) generatedby the initial program CF Parser starting from the goal string parse(g; [s℄; [0n1℄), where g de-notes the grammar w.r.t. whih we have speialized the CF Parser program and [0n1℄ denotesthe list [0; : : : ; 0; 1℄ with n ourrenes of 0. The nodes of T1 are labeled by the goals deriv-able from string parse(g; [s℄; [0n1℄). In partiular, the root of the derivation tree is labeled bystring parse(g; [s℄; [0n1℄) and a node labeled by a goal G has n hildren labeled by the goalsG1; : : : ; Gn whih an be derived from G. The tree T1 has a number of nodes whih is O(2n).Thus, by using the initial program CF Parser it takes O(2n) number of steps to searh for aderivation from the root goal string parse(g; [s℄; [0n1℄) to the goal true. (Indeed, this is the aseif one uses a Prolog ompiler.) In ontrast, by using the speialized program CF Parsers , ittakes O(n) steps to searh for a derivation from the goal sp string parse([0n1℄) to true, beausethe derivation tree T2 has a number of nodes whih is O(n) (see Fig. 3).The improvement of performane is due to the fat that our Determinization Strategy is ableto avoid repeated derivations by introduing new de�nition lauses whose bodies have goals withommon subgoals. Then, by performing folding steps using these de�nition lauses, we reduethe searh spae when looking for the goal true starting from a given initial goal.For instane, our strategy introdues the prediate new2 de�ned by the following lauses:new2(W ) string(W ); parse(g; [u℄;W )new2(W ) string(W ); parse(g; [v℄;W )new2(W ) string(W ); parse(g; [w℄;W )whose bodies are goals from whih ommon subgoals are derived for A = [0n�11℄ and n >1. Indeed, for instane, parse(g; [u℄; [0n�2℄) an be derived from both parse(g; [u℄; [0n�1℄) andparse(g; [v℄; [0n�1 ℄) (see Fig. 2). The reader may verify that by using the speialized programCF Parsers no repeated goal is derived from sp string parse(g; [s℄; [0n1℄).The ability of our Determinization Strategy of putting together various omputations per-formed by the initial program in di�erent branhes of the omputation tree, so that ommonrepeated subomputations are avoided, is based on the same ideas whih motivate the tupling



43.(n>2)sp string parse(g; [s℄; [0n1℄)new1([0n1℄)new2([0n�11℄)new3([0n�21℄)trueFigure 3: Derivation tree T2 for sp string parse([0n1℄)strategy [26℄, �rst proposed as a transformation tehnique for funtional languages.6.6. Disussion of the Speialization ExamplesAll program speialization examples presented in this Setion were worked out in a fully auto-mati way by using the MAP program transformation system [32℄.The performane of the speialized programs may be further improved by several post-proessing tehniques whih preserve the operational semantis and the semideterminism ofthe programs. In partiular, if the speialized programs are to be run by a standard Prologsystem, we may: (i) reorder the lauses so that unit lauses appear before non-unit lauses,and (ii) remove disequations by introduing uts instead. For a systemati treatment of utintrodution, we refer the reader to [7℄. As an example we now show the program obtainedfrom Math Poss of Example 6.1 after the above post-proessing transformations have beenperformed.Program Math Posut (speialized, with uts)sp math pos(S;N) new1(S;N)new1([ajS℄;M)  !; new2(S;M)new1([CjS℄; s(N)) new1(S;N)new2([ajS℄;M)  !; new3(S;M)new2([CjS℄; s(s(N)))  new1(S;N)new3([ajS℄; s(M))  !; new3(R;S)new3([bjS℄;M)  !; new4(R;S)new3([CjS℄; s(s(s(N))))  new1(S;N)new4(S; 0) new4([ajS℄; s(s(s(M))))  !; new2(S;M)new4([CjS℄; s(s(s(s(N)))))  new1(S;N)In Columns 4 and 5 of the following Table 1 we show the speedups ahieved by speializing theprograms listed in Column 1 aording to our Determinization Strategy (Column 4), and alsoby removing disequations and introduing uts (Column 5). Every speedup is omputed as theratio between the timing of the initial program and the timing of the speialized program. Forour experimental results we used SICStus Prolog 3.8.5. To larify the ontent of that Table 1let us remark that:



44.(1) Program (2) Stati (3) Dynami (4) Speedups (5) SpeedupsInput Input (Det) (Det & Cut)Naive Math naive math([aab℄; S) jSj = 1000 0:9� 103 1:6� 103Naive Math naive math([aab℄; S) jSj = 4000 2:7� 103 6:7� 103Naive Math naive math([aaaaaaaaab℄; S) jSj = 1000 0:7� 103 1:6� 103Naive Math naive math([aaaaaaaaab℄; S) jSj = 4000 2:9� 103 8:3� 103Math Pos math pos([aab℄; S;N) jSj = 1000 0:4� 103 0:9� 103Math Pos math pos([aab℄; S;N) jSj = 4000 1:7� 103 3:8� 103Math Pos math pos([aaaaaaaaab℄; S;N) jSj = 1000 1:0� 103 2:4� 103Math Pos math pos([aaaaaaaaab℄; S;N) jSj = 4000 3:7� 103 9:7� 103Mmath mmath([[aaa℄; [aab℄℄; S;N) jSj = 1000 0:9� 103 1:5� 103Mmath mmath([[aaa℄; [aab℄℄; S;N) jSj = 4000 3:5� 103 6:2� 103Mmath mmath([[aa℄; [aaa℄; [aab℄℄; S;N) jSj = 1000 1:5� 103 2:1� 103Mmath mmath([[aa℄; [aaa℄; [aab℄℄; S;N) jSj = 4000 6:1� 103 8:2� 103Reg Expr in language(a(a+b)�b; S) jSj = 100 1:6� 104 1:7� 104Reg Expr in language(a(a+b)�b; S) jSj = 200 6:9� 104 7:4� 104Reg Expr in language((aa�b)�; S) jSj = 100 4:7� 105 4:7� 105Reg Expr in language((aa�b)�; S) jSj = 200 3:9� 106 3:7� 106Reg Expr Math re math(aa�b; S) jSj = 100 3:2� 106 3:7� 106Reg Expr Math re math(aa�b; S) jSj = 200 5:3� 107 5:8� 107Reg Expr Math re math((aa)+(a�b); S) jSj = 50 7:3� 104 8:2� 104Reg Expr Math re math((aa)+(a�b); S) jSj = 100 6:1� 105 7:2� 105CF Parser string parse(g; [s℄;W ) jW j = 1000 23 23CF Parser string parse(g; [s℄;W ) jW j = 10000 178 178CF Parser string parse(g1; [s℄;W ) jW j = 1000 19 19CF Parser string parse(g1; [s℄;W ) jW j = 10000 170 170Table 1. Speedups (Det): after applying the Determinization Strategy.Speedups (Det & Cut): after applying the Determinization Strategyand Cut Introdution.1. Column 1 shows the names of the initial programs with referene to Example 2.2 andExamples 6.1{6.5.2. Column 2 shows the Stati Input, that is, the goal w.r.t. whih we have speialized the pro-gram of Column 1. The argument [aab℄ denotes the list [a; a; b℄. Similar notation has beenused for the other stati input arguments. The argument g of the �rst two string parseatoms denotes the regular grammar onsidered in Example 6.5. The argument g1 of thelast two string parse atoms denotes the regular grammar:fs ! 0u, s ! 1 v, u ! 0, u ! 0 v, u ! 0w, v ! 1, v ! 0 v, v ! 1u, w ! 1,w ! 1wg.3. Column 3 shows the size of the Dynami Input, that is, the size of the argument whih issupplied to the initial and to the speialized programs after the speialization proess formeasuring the speedups.



45.4. Column 4, alled Speedups (Det), shows the speedups we have obtained after the applia-tion of our Determinization Strategy.5. Column 5, alled Speedups (Det & Cut), shows the speedups we have obtained after theappliation of our Determinization Strategy followed by the removal of disequations andthe introdution of uts. Notie that for some programs (see, for instane, the entriesfor Reg Expr and CF Parser in Columns 4 and 5), the speedups obtained in this wayare not better than the speedups after the appliation of the Determinization Strategyalone. There are two reasons for this: (i) the �rst one is the absene of disequations in thespeialized program, and (ii) the seond one is the ability of our ompiler of exploiting thepresene of mutually exlusive lauses through lause indexing, so that the introdutionof uts does not improve eÆieny.Further post-proessing tehniques are appliable. For instane, similarly to the familiar ase of�nite automata, we may eliminate lauses orresponding to epsilon-transitions where no inputsymbols are onsumed (suh as lause 9 in program Math Poss), and we may minimize thenumber of prediate symbols (this orresponds to the minimization of the number of states).We do not present here these post-proessing tehniques whih are outside the sope of thepaper.7. Conluding Remarks and Related WorkWe have proposed a speialization tehnique for logi programs based on an automati strategywhih makes use of the following transformation rules: (1) de�nition introdution, (2) de�nitionelimination, (3) unfolding, (4) folding, (5) subsumption, (6) head generalization, (7) ase split,(8) equation elimination, and (9) disequation replaement. (Atually, we make use of the safeversions of the rules 4, 6, 7, and 8.) We have also shown that our strategy may redue theamount of nondeterminism in the speialized programs and it may ahieve exponential gains intime omplexity.To get these results, we allow new prediates to be introdued by one or more non-reursivede�nition lauses whose bodies may ontain more than one atom. We also allow folding stepsusing these de�nition lauses. By a folding step a program where a prediate, say p, oursin several lause heads, an be transformed into an equivalent program where the prediate pours in one lause only, thereby reduing nondeterminism.The use of the subsumption rule is motivated by the desire of inreasing eÆieny by avoidingredundant omputations. Head generalizations are used for deriving lauses with equal headsand thus, they allow us to perform folding steps. The ase split rule is the ruial rule forthe derivation of programs with redued nondeterminism beause it replaes a lause, say C, byseveral lauses whih orrespond to exhaustive and mutually exlusive instantiations of the headof C. To get exhaustiveness and mutual exlusion, we allow the introdution of disequalities.Then, to inrease program eÆieny when using a Prolog-like evaluator, these disequalities maybe removed in favour of uts.We have assumed that the initial program to speialize is given to us together with a modeof use of its prediates. Our transformation strategy makes use of this mode information fordireting the various transformation steps, and in partiular, the unfolding and ase split steps.Moreover, if our strategy terminates, then we derive speialized programs whih are semideter-ministi w.r.t. the given mode. This notion has been formally de�ned in Setion 4.3. Althoughsemideterminism is not in itself a guarantee for eÆieny improvement, it is often the ase that



46.eÆieny is inreased by our strategy beause it redues nondeterminism and it also avoidsredundant omputations.The transformation strategy we have proposed may not terminate. This may be due both tothe unfolding strategy, whih allows for in�nitely many steps, and to the de�nition and foldingstrategy, whih allows for the introdution of in�nitely many new prediates. The �niteness ofour unfolding strategy an be guaranteed by applying tehniques already developed for partialevaluation, and in partiular, some generalization methods for partial evaluation (see, for in-stane, [10, 19℄) an be used for avoiding the de�nition of an in�nite number of new prediates.Notie, however, that the adaptation of these methods to our framework may not be straight-forward, beause our de�nition and folding rules are more omplex than the ones used in partialevaluation.We have implemented our proposed strategy and we have tested it by performing severalprogram speializations of string mathing and parsing programs. In these ases our strategyis able to automatially derive programs whih behaves like Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm, inthe sense that they generate a �nite automaton from a general pattern mather and any givenpattern. This was done also in the ase of programs for mathing sets of patterns and programsfor mathing regular expressions.In these examples the improvement over similar derivations performed by partial evaluationtehniques [8, 10, 35℄ onsists in the fat that we have started from naive, nondeterministi initialprograms, while the orresponding derivations by partial evaluation desribed in the literature,use initial programs whih already inorporate some ingenuity. A similar remark also applies tothe derivation performed by using superompilation with perfet driving [12, 38℄ and generalizedpartial omputation [9℄.A formal derivation of the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm for pattern mathing has also beenpresented in [2℄. This derivation follows the alulational approah whih onsists in applyingequivalenes of higher order funtions. On the one hand the alulational derivation is moregeneral than ours, beause it takes into onsideration a generi pattern, not a �xed one (thestring [a; a; b℄ in our Example 2.2), on the other hand the alulational derivation is more spei�than ours, beause it deals with single-pattern string mathing only, whereas our strategy isable to automatially derive programs in a muh larger lass whih also inludes multi-patternmathing, mathing with regular expressions, and parsing.We have shown that the transformation rules we use for program speialization, are orretw.r.t. the delarative semantis of logi programs based on the least Herbrand model. The proofof this orretness result is similar to the proofs of the orretness results whih are presentedin [11, 33, 37℄.We have also onsidered an operational semantis for our logi language where a disequationt1 6= t2 holds i� t1 and t2 are not uni�able. This operational semantis is sound, but notomplete w.r.t. the delarative semantis. Indeed, if a goal operationally sueeds in a program,then it is true in the least Herbrand model of the program, but not vie versa. Thus, theproof of orretness of our transformation rules w.r.t. the operational semantis annot be basedon previous results and it is muh more elaborate. Indeed, it requires some restritions onthe programs and appliability onditions on the transformation rules whih are related to themodes of the prediates.In Setion 2 we have extensively disussed the fat that our speialization tehnique is morepowerful than partial evaluation [15, 23℄ (also referred to as partial dedution in the ase oflogi programs). The main reason of the greater power of our tehnique is that it uses morepowerful transformation rules. In partiular, partial evaluation orresponds to the use the



47.de�nition introdution, de�nition elimination, unfolding, and folding transformation rules, withthe restrition that we may only fold a single atom at a time in the body of a lause.Our extended rules allow us to introdue and transform new prediates de�ned in termsof disjuntions of onjuntions of atoms (reall that a set of lauses with the same head isequivalent to a single lause whose premise is the disjuntion of the bodies of the lauses in thegiven set). Thus, our tehnique improves over the one of onjuntive partial dedution [5℄, whihis a speialization tehnique where new prediates are de�ned in terms of onjuntions of atoms.The use of the ase split rule is a form of reasoning by ases, whih is a very well-known teh-nique in mehanial theorem proving (see, for instane, the Edinburgh LCF theorem prover [14℄).Forms of reasoning by ases have been inorporated in program speialization tehniques suhas the already mentioned superompilation with perfet driving [12, 38℄ and generalized par-tial omputation [9℄. However, the strategy presented in this paper is the �rst fully automatitransformation tehnique whih uses ase reasoning to redue nondeterminism of logi programs.Besides speializing programs and reduing nondeterminism, our strategy is able to eliminateintermediate data strutures. Indeed, the initial programs of our examples in Setion 6 all haveintermediate lists, while the speialized programs do not have them. Thus, our strategy anbe regarded as an extension of the transformation strategies for the elimination of intermediatedata strutures (see the deforestation tehnique [39℄ for the ase of funtional programs and thestrategy for eliminating unneessary variables [31℄ for the ase of logi programs [31℄). More-over, our strategy derives speialized programs whih avoid repeated subomputations (see theContext-free Parsing example of Setion 6.5). In this respet our strategy is similar to the tuplingstrategy for funtional programs [26℄.Finally, our speialization strategy is related to the program derivation tehniques alled �nitedi�erening [25℄ and inrementalization [21℄. These tehniques use program invariants to avoidostly, repeated alulations of funtion alls. Our speialization strategy impliitly disoversand exploits program invariants by using the folding rule. It should be notied, however, that itis diÆult to establish in a rigorous way the formal onnetion between the basi ideas under-lying our speialization strategy and the above mentioned invariant-based program derivationmethods. They, in fat, are presented in very di�erent frameworks.This paper is an improved version of [27, 28℄.AknowledgmentsWe would like to thank D. De Shreye, J. Gallagher, R. Gl�uk, N. D. Jones, M. Leushel,B. Martens, and M. H. S�rensen for stimulating disussions about partial evaluation and logiprogram speialization. We also aknowledge very useful omments by the anonymous referees ofLOPSTR'96 and POPL'97. This work has been partially supported by the EC under the HCMProjet `Logi Program Synthesis and Transformation', the INTAS Projet 93-1702, MURST40% (Italy), and Progetto Coordinato `Programmazione Logia' of the CNR (Italy).



48.Appendix. Proof of Theorem 4.1For the reader's onveniene, we rewrite the statement of Theorem 4.1.Theorem 4.1 (Corretness w.r.t. the Operational Semantis) Let P0; : : : ; Pn be a trans-formation sequene onstruted by using the transformation rules 1{9 and let p be a non-basiprediate in Pn. Let M be a mode for P0 [ Defsn suh that: (i) P0 [ Defsn is safe w.r.t. M ,(ii) P0 [ Defsn satis�es M , and (iii) the appliations of the unfolding, folding, head generaliza-tion, and ase split rules during the onstrution of P0; : : : ; Pn are all safe w.r.t. M . Supposealso that:1. if the folding rule is applied for the derivation of a lause C in program Pk+1 from lausesC1; : : : ; Cm in program Pk using lauses D1; : : : ;Dm in Defsk , with 0�k<n,then for every i 2 f1; : : : ;mg there exists j 2 f1; : : : ; n�1g suh that Di ours in Pj andPj+1 is derived from Pj by unfolding Di.2. during the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn the de�nition elimination rule either is neverapplied or it is applied w.r.t. prediate p one only, when deriving Pn from Pn�1.Then: (i) Pn is safe w.r.t. M , (ii) Pn satis�es M , and (iii) for eah atom A whih has prediatep and satis�es mode M , A sueeds in P0 [Defsn i� A sueeds in Pn.The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be divided in four parts, orresponding to Propositions 7.1, 7.5,7.8, and 7.18 presented below.Proposition 7.1 (Preservation of Safety) shows that program Pn derived aording to thehypotheses of Theorem 4.1, is safe w.r.t. modeM (that is, Point (i) of the thesis of Theorem 4.1).Proposition 7.5 (Preservation of Modes) shows that Pn satis�esM (that is, Point (ii) of the thesisof Theorem 4.1). Propositions 7.8 (Partial Corretness) and 7.18 (Completeness) show the ifpart and the only-if part, respetively, of Point (iii) of the thesis of Theorem 4.1. For provingthese propositions we will use various notions and lemmata whih we introdue below.Preservation of SafetyIn this setion we prove that, if the transformation rules are applied aording to the restritionsindiated in Theorem 4.1, then from a program whih is safe w.r.t. a given mode we derive aprogram whih is safe w.r.t. the same mode.Proposition 7.1 (Preservation of Safety) Let P0; : : : ; Pn be a transformation sequene on-struted by using the transformation rules 1{9. Let M be a mode for P0 [ Defsn suh that:(i) P0[Defsn is safe w.r.t.M and (ii) the appliations of the unfolding, head generalization, andase split rules during the onstrution of P0; : : : ; Pn are safe w.r.t. M . Then, for k = 0; : : : ; n,the program Pk is safe w.r.t. M .Proof : The proof proeeds by indution on k. During the proof we will omit the referene tomodeM . In partiular, we will simply say that a program (or a lause) is safe, instead of sayingthat a program (or a lause) is safe w.r.t. M .For k = 0 the thesis follows diretly from the hypothesis that P0 [Defsn is safe and thus, P0is safe. Let us now assume that, for k < n, program Pk is safe. We will show that also Pk+1 issafe. We onsider the following ases, orresponding to the rule whih is applied to derive Pk+1from Pk.



49.Case 1: Pk+1 is derived by applying the de�nition introdution rule. Pk+1 is safe beause Pkis safe and, by hypothesis, every de�nition lause in Defsn is safe.Case 2: Pk+1 is derived by applying the de�nition elimination rule. Then Pk+1 is safe beausePk is safe and Pk+1 � Pk.Case 3: Pk+1 is derived by a safe appliation of the unfolding rule (see De�nition 3). Let usonsider a lause Di in Pk+1 whih has been derived by unfolding a lause C in Pk ofthe form: H  G1; A;G2 w.r.t. the atom A. Then there exists a lause Ci in Pk suhthat (i) A is uni�able with hd (Ci) via the mgu #i, and (ii) lause Di in Pk+1 of the form(H  G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i.Let us now show that Di is safe. We take a variable X ourring in a disequation t1 6= t2in the body of Di, and we prove that X is either an input variable of hd (Di) or a loalvariable of t1 6= t2 in Di. We have that t1 6= t2 is of the form (u1 6=u2)#i, where u1 6=u2 is adisequation ourring in G1; bd (Ci); G2. We onsider two ases:Case A: u1 6=u2 ours in G1 or G2. Sine t1 6= t2 is of the form (u1 6=u2)#i, there existsa variable Y 2 vars(u1 6=u2) suh that X 2 vars(Y #). By the indutive hypothesis, C issafe and thus, Y is either an input variable of hd (C) or a loal variable of u1 6= u2 in C.We have that: (i) if Y is an input variable of hd(C) then X is an input variable of hd(Di),and (ii) if Y is a loal variable of u1 6=u2 in C then X = Y = Y #i and X is a loal variableof t1 6= t2 in Di.Case B: u1 6=u2 ours in bd(Ci). From the de�nition of safe unfolding we have that X iseither an input variable of hd(Di) or a loal variable of t1 6= t2 in Di.Case 4: Pk+1 is derived by applying the folding rule. Let us onsider a lause Pk+1 of the form:C. H  G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2whih has been derived by folding the following lauses in Pk:8><>: C1: H  G1; (A1;K1)#;G2� � �Cm: H  G1; (Am;Km)#;G2using the following de�nition lauses in Defsk :8><>: D1: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) A1;K1� � �Dm: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Am;KmNow we take a variable X ourring in a disequation t1 6= t2 in the body of C, and weprove that X is either an input variable of H or a loal variable of t1 6= t2 in C.The disequation t1 6= t2 ours in G1 or G2 and, by the hypothesis that Pk is safe, eitherX is an input variable of H or, for i = 1; : : : ;m, X is a loal variable of t1 6= t2 in Ci.If for i = 1; : : : ;m, X is a loal variable of t1 6= t2 in Ci, then X is a loal variable oft1 6= t2 in C, beause by the de�nition of the folding rule (see Rule 4) X does not our innewp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#.Case 5: Pk+1 is derived by applying the subsumption rule. Pk+1 is safe beause Pk+1 � Pk.



50.Case 6: Pk+1 is derived by a safe appliation of the head generalization rule (see De�nition 5).Let GenC be a lause in Pk+1 of the form:H  Y = t;Bodyderived from a lause C in Pk of the form:HfY=tg  Bodywhere fY=tg is a substitution suh that Y ours in H and Y does not our in C.Let us now prove that GenC is safe. Let X be a variable ourring in a disequation t1 6= t2in Body. By indutive hypothesis C is safe and thus, X is either an input variable ofHfY=tg or a loal variable of t1 6= t2 in C. If X is an input variable of HfY=tg, then itis also an input variable of H, beause by de�nition of safe head generalization H andHfY=tg have the same input variables. If X is a loal variable of t1 6= t2 in C, then X is aloal variable of t1 6= t2 in GenC , beause X does not our in Y = t.Case 7: Pk+1 is derived by a safe appliation of the ase split rule (see De�nition 6) to a lauseC in Pk. Let us onsider the following two lauses in Pk+1:C1. (H  Body)fX=tgC2. H  X 6= t;Body .derived by safe ase split from C. Let us now show that C1 and C2 are safe. Let usonsider lause C1 and let Y be a variable ourring in a disequation t1 6= t2 in BodyfX=tg.t1 6= t2 is of the form (u1 6=u2)fX=tg where u1 6=u2 ours in Body. We onsider two ases.Case A: Y 2 vars(t). By the de�nition of safe ase split, either Y is an input variable ofH or Y does not our in C. If Y is an input variable of H, then Y is an input variable ofHfX=tg, and if Y does not our in C, then Y is a loal variable of (u1 6=u2)fX=tg in C1.Case B: Y 62 vars(t). We have that Y ours in u1 6= u2, and thus, from the indutivehypothesis that C is safe, it follows that Y is either an input variable of H or a loalvariable of u1 6= u2 in C. If Y is an input variable of H, then Y is either an inputvariable of HfX=tg, and if Y a loal variable of u1 6=u2 in C, then it is a loal variable of(u1 6=u2)fX=tg in C1.Thus, C1 is a safe lause.Let us now onsider lause C2 and let Y be a variable ourring in a disequation t1 6= t2 inX 6= t;Body . If t1 6= t2 ours in Body then from the indutive hypothesis that C is safe,it follows that Y is either an input variable of H or a loal variable of t1 6= t2 in C2. Ift1 6= t2 is X 6= t, then by the de�nition of safe ase split (i) X is an input variable of H,and (ii) for every variable Y 2 vars(t), either (ii.1) Y is an input variable of H or (ii.2) Ydoes not our in H;Body , and thus, Y is a loal variable of X 6= t in C2.Thus, C2 is a safe lause.Case 8: Pk+1 is derived by applying the equation elimination rule to a lause C1 in Pk of theform: H  G1; t1= t2; G2. We onsider two ases:Case A: t1 and t2 are uni�able via the most general uni�er #. We derive the lause:C2: (H  G1; G2)#. We an show that lause C2 is safe similarly to Case 3 (A).Case B: t1 and t2 are not uni�able. In this ase Pk+1 is safe beause Pk+1 is Pk � fC1gand, by indutive hypothesis all lauses in Pk are safe.



51.Case 9: Pk+1 is derived by applying the disequation replaement rule to lause C in Pk. Letus onsider the ases 9.1{9.5 of Rule 9. Cases 9.1 and 9.3{9.5 are straightforward, beausethey onsist in the deletion of a disequation in bd(C) or in the deletion of lause C. Thus,in these ases the safety of program Pk+1 derives diretly from the safety of Pk.Let us now onsider ase 9.2. Suppose that lause C is of the form: H  G1; f(t1; : : : ; tm) 6=f(u1; : : : ; um); G2, and it is replaed by the following m (� 0) lauses:C1. H  G1; t1 6=u1; G2: : :Cm. H  G1; tm 6=um; G2We now prove that, for j = 0; : : : ;m, Cj is safe. Indeed, for j = 0 : : : m, if we onsider avariable X ourring in tj 6=uj then, by the indutive hypothesis, either (i) X is an inputvariable of H or (ii) X is a loal variable of f(t1; : : : ; tm) 6=f(u1; : : : ; um) in C, and thus,X is a loal variable of tj 6=uj in Cj.In the ase where X ours in a disequation in G1 or G2, it follows diretly from theindutive hypothesis that X is either an input variable of H or a loal variable of thatdisequation in Cj .Thus, Cj is safe. 2Preservation of ModesNow we show that, if the program P0[Defsn satis�es a modeM and we apply our transformationrules aording to the restritions indiated in Theorem 4.1, then the derived program Pn satis�esM .In this setion and in the rest of the paper, we will use the following notation and terminology.Let us onsider two non-basi atoms A1 and A2 of the form p(t1; : : : ; tm) and p(u1; : : : ; um),respetively. By A1 = A2 we denote the onjuntion of equations: t1 = u1; : : : ; tm = um. Bymgu(A1; A2) we denote a relevant mgu of two uni�able non-basi atoms A1 and A2. Similarly,by mgu(t1; t2) we denote a relevant mgu of two uni�able terms t1 and t2. The length of thederivation G0 7!P G1 7!P : : : 7!P Gn is n. Given a program P and a mode M for P , we saythat a derivation G0 7!P G1 7!P : : : 7!P Gn is onsistent with M i� for i = 0; : : : ; n � 1, if theleftmost atom of Gi is a non-basi atom A then A satis�es M .The following properties of the operational semantis an be proved by indution on the lengthof the derivations.Lemma 7.2. Let P be a program and G1 a goal. G1 sueeds in P i� there exists a substitution#, alled an answer substitution for G1, suh that for all goals G2,(G1; G2) 7!�P G2#Lemma 7.3. Let P be a safe program w.r.t. mode M , let Eqs be a onjuntion of equations,and let G1 be a goal without ourrenes of disequations. For all goals G2, if there exists a goal(A0; G0) suh that A0 is a non-basi atom whih does not satisfy M and(Eqs ; G1; G2) 7!�P (A0; G0)then there exists a goal (A00; G00) suh that A00 is a non-basi atom whih does not satisfyM and(G1; Eqs; G2) 7!�P (A00; G00)



52.Lemma 7.4. Let P0; : : : ; Pn be a transformation sequene onstruted by using the transfor-mation rules 1{9. Let M be a mode for P0 [ Defsn suh that: (i) P0;[Defsn is safe w.r.t. M ,(ii) P0 [ Defsn satis�es M , and (iii) the appliations of the unfolding, folding, head general-ization, and ase split rules during the onstrution of P0; : : : ; Pn are safe w.r.t. M . Then, fork = 0; : : : ; n, for all goals G, if all derivations from G using P0 [ Defsn are onsistent with M ,then all derivations from G using Pk are onsistent with M .Proof : By Proposition 7.1 we have that, for k = 0; : : : ; n, the program Pk is safe w.r.t. M .The proof proeeds by indution on k.The base ase (k = 0) follows from the fat that all derivations from G using P0 are alsoderivations using P0 [Defsn .In order to prove the step ase, we prove the following ounterpositive statement:for all goals (A0; G0), if there exists a goal (As; Gs) suh that (A0; G0) 7!�Pk+1 (As; Gs) and(As; Gs) does not satisfy M , then there exists a goal (At; Gt) suh that (A0; G0) 7!�Pk (At; Gt)and At does not satisfy M .We proeed by indution on the length s of derivation of (As; Gs) from (A0; G0) using Pk+1.As an indutive hypothesis we assume that, for all r < s and for all goals Ĝ, if there exists aderivation Ĝ 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 (Ar; Gr) of length r, suh that Ar does not satisfy M , then thereexists (A0; G0) suh that Ĝ 7!�Pk (A0; G0) and A0 does not satisfy M .Let us onsider the derivation (A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 (As; Gs) of length s, suh that As doesnot satisfy M .If s=0 then G is (As; Gs) and (A0; G0) 7!�Pk (As; Gs) where As does not satisfy M .If s > 0 then we may assume A0 6= true, and we have the following ases.Case 1: A0 is the equation t1= t2. Thus, by Point (1) of the operational semantis of Setion3.3, the derivation from (A0; G0) to (As; Gs) using Pk+1 is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 G0mgu(t1; t2) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 (As; Gs)By the indutive hypothesis there exists (A0; G0) suh that G0mgu(t1; t2) 7!�Pk (A0; G0) and A0does not satisfy M . Thus, (A0; G0) 7!�Pk (A0; G0).Case 2: A0 is the disequation t1 6= t2. The proof proeeds as in Case 1, by using Point (2) of theoperational semantis and the indutive hypothesis.Case 3: A0 is a non-basi atom whih satis�es M . (The ase where A0 does not satisfy M issubsumed by the ase s= 0.) By Point (3) of the operational semantis, the derivation from(A0; G0) to (As; Gs) using Pk+1 is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 (bd(E); G0)mgu(A0; hd(E)) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 (As; Gs)where E is a renamed apart lause in Pk+1.If E 2 Pk then (A0; G0) 7!Pk (bd(E); G0)mgu(A0; hd(E)) and the thesis follows diretly fromthe indutive hypothesis.Otherwise, if E 2 (Pk+1 � Pk), we prove that:there exists a goal (At; Gt) suh that (A0; G0) 7!�Pk (At; Gt) andAt does not satisfyM (y)by onsidering the following ases, orresponding to the rule whih is applied to derive E.Case 3.1: E is derived by applying the de�nition introdution rule. Thus, E 2 Defsn and (y)follows from the indutive hypothesis and the hypothesis that P0 [Defsn satis�es M .



53.Case 3.2: E is derived by unfolding a lause C in Pk of the form H  D;G1; A;G2, whereD is a onjuntion of disequations, w.r.t. the non-basi atom A. By Proposition 4.2 wemay assume that no disequation ours in G1; A;G2. Let C1; : : : ; Cm, with m � 0, be thelauses of Pk suh that, for all i 2 f1; : : : ;mg A is uni�able with the head of Ci via themgu #i.Thus, E is of the form (H  D;G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i, for some i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, and thederivation from (A0; G0) to (As; Gs) using Pk+1 is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 ((D;G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i; G0)�i 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 (As; Gs)where �i is an mgu of A0 and H#i. By the indutive hypothesis there exists (A0; G0) suhthat A0 does not satisfy M and:((D;G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i; G0)�i 7!�Pk (A0; G0)Sine #i is mgu(A; hd(Ci)), #i is relevant, and vars(G0) \ vars((A; hd(Ci))) = ;, we havethat:(D;G1; bd(Ci); G2; G0)#i�i 7!�Pk (A0; G0)and thus, by the de�nition of the operational semantis (Point 1), we have that:(A=hd(Ci); A0=H;D;G1; bd(Ci); G2; G0) 7!�Pk (A0; G0)Then, by properties of mgu's, we have that:(A0=H;A=hd(Ci);D;G1; bd(Ci); G2; G0) 7!�Pk (A0; G0)SineA0 satis�esM , C is safe, andCi is renamed apart, we have that vars(Dmgu(A0;H))\vars(A; hd(Ci)) = ;. Therefore, we have that (D mgu(A0;H)mgu(Amgu(A0;H); hd(Ci)))= (D mgu(A0;H)) and, thus:(A0=H;D;A=hd(Ci); G1; bd(Ci); G2; G0) 7!�Pk (A0; G0)Now, by Lemma 7.3, there exists a goal (A00; G00) suh that:(A0=H;D;G1; A=hd(Ci); bd(Ci); G2; G0) 7!�Pk (A00; G00)where A00 is a non-basi atom whih does not satisfy M . There are two ases:Case A. (A0=H;D;G1) 7!�Pk (A00; G000) for some goal G000. In this ase, by using lauseC 2 Pk, we have that:(A0; G0) 7!Pk (D;G1; A;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk (A00; G0000)for some goal G0000.Case B. There is no (A000; G000) suh that (A0=H;D;G1) 7!�Pk (A000; G000) and A000 does notsatisfy M . In this ase (A0 =H;D;G1; A = hd(Ci)) sueeds in Pk. It follows that, forsome substitution #,(A0=H;D;G1; A=hd(Ci); bd(Ci); G2; G0)7!�Pk (A=hd(Ci); bd(Ci); G2; G0)# (by Lemma 7.2)7!Pk (bd(Ci); G2; G0)# mgu(A#; hd(Ci))(beause mgu's are relevant and Ci is renamed apart)7!�Pk (A00; G0000)



54. for some goal G0000. Thus,(A0=H;D;G1; A;G2; G0)7!�Pk (A;G2; G0)#7!Pk (bd(Ci); G2; G0)# mgu(A#; hd(Ci))7!�Pk (A00; G0000)and therefore, by using lause C 2 Pk,(A0; G0) 7!�Pk (A00; G0000)where A00 is a non-basi atom whih does not satisfy M . Thus, (y) holds.Case 3.3: E is derived by a safe appliation of the folding rule (see De�nition 4). In partiular,suppose that from the following lauses in Pk:8><>: C1: H  G1; (A1;K1)#;G2� � �Cm: H  G1; (Am;Km)#;G2and the following de�nition lauses in Defsk :8><>: D1: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) A1;K1� � �Dm: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Am;Kmwe have derived the lause E of the form:E: H  G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2where Property � of De�nition 4 holds, that is, eah input variable of newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#,is also an input variable of at least one of the non-basi atoms ourring in(H;G1; A1#; : : : ; Am#).Thus, the derivation from (A0; G0) to (As; Gs) using Pk+1 is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 (G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk+1 (As; Gs)By the indutive hypothesis, there exists a goal (A0; G0) suh that A0 does not satisfy Mand the following holds:(G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk (A0; G0)There are two ases:Case A: G1mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk (A0; G00) for some goal G00. In this ase we have that, forsome i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, and for some goal G000,(A0; G0) 7!Pk (G1; (Ai;Ki)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) (by using lause Ci in Pk)7!�Pk (A0; G000)Thus, (y) holds.Case B: There is no (A00; G00) suh that G1mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk (A00; G00) and A00 does notsatisfy M . In this ase G1mgu(A0;H) sueeds in Pk, and thus, for some substitution �,(A0; G0) 7!�Pk (newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)� 7!�Pk (A0; G0)



55.By Property �, we have that newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#� satis�es M .It an be shown the following fat. Let us onsider the set of all de�nition lauses withhead prediate newp in Defsk, for any k 2 f0; : : : ; ng:8><>: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Body1� � �newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) BodymIf for a substitution � and a goal G, the atom newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)� satis�es M andnewp(X1; : : : ;Xh)�;G 7!�Pk (A0; G0), where A0 is a non-basi atom whih does not sat-isfy M , then for some i 2 f1; : : : ;mg we have that there exists a goal (At; Gt) suh thatBodyi�;G 7!�Pk (At; Gt), where At is a non-basi atom whih does not satisfy M .By using this fat, we have that, for some i 2 f1; : : : ;mg,(A0; G0) 7!�Pk ((Ai;Ki)#;G2; G0)� 7!�Pk+1 (At; Gt)where At is a non-basi atom whih does not satisfy M and thus, (y) holds.Case 3.4: E is derived by applying the head generalization rule. In this ase (y) follows fromthe indutive hypothesis and from the de�nition of the operational semantis (Point 1).Case 3.5: E is derived by safe ase split (see De�nition 6) from a lause C in Pk. By Proposition4.2, we may assume that C is of the form: H  D;B, where D is a onjuntion ofdisequations and in B there are no ourrenes of disequations. Thus, E is of one of thefollowing two forms:C1. (H  D;B)fX=tgC2. H  X 6= t;D;Bwhere X is an input variable of H, X does not our in t, and for all variables Y 2 vars(t),either Y is an input variable of H or Y does not our in C.Case A: E is C1. Thus, the derivation from (A0; G0) to (As; Gs) using Pk+1 takes theform:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 ((D;B)fX=tg; G0)mgu(A0;HfX=tg) 7!�Pk+1 (As; Gs)By the indutive hypothesis, there exists a goal (A0; G0) suh that A0 does not satisfy Mand the following holds:((D;B)fX=tg; G0)mgu(A0;HfX=tg) 7!�Pk (A0; G0)By properties of mgu's and Point (1) of the operational semantis, we have that:A0=H; X= t; D; B; G0 7!�Pk (A0; G0)By the onditions for safe ase split, we have that:vars((X= t)mgu(A0;H)) \ vars((D; B; G0)mgu(A0;H)) = ;and therefore:A0=H; D; B; G0 7!�Pk (A0; G0)Thus, by using lause C 2 Pk,(A0; G0) 7!Pk (D; B; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk (A0; G0)and (y) holds.



56. Case B: E is C2. Thus, the derivation from (A0; G0) to (As; Gs) using Pk+1 takes theform:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 (X 6= t;D;B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk+1 (As; Gs)By the indutive hypothesis, there exists a goal (A0; G0) suh that A0 does not satisfy Mand:(X 6= t;D;B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk (A0; G0)Sine the answer substitution for any suessful disequation is the identity substitution,we have that:(D;B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk (A0; G0)Thus, by using lause C 2 Pk, we have that(A0; G0) 7!�Pk (A0; G0)and (y) holds.Case 3.6: E is derived by applying the equation elimination rule. In this ase (y) is a onse-quene of the indutive hypothesis, Point (1) of the operational semantis, the safety ofPk, and Lemma 7.3.Case 3.7: E is derived by applying the disequation replaement rule. In this ase (y) is aonsequene of the indutive hypothesis, Point (2) of the operational semantis, and theproperties of uni�ation. 2From Lemma 7.4 and De�nition 1 we have the following proposition.Proposition 7.5 (Preservation of Modes) Let P0; : : : ; Pn be a transformation sequene on-struted by using the transformation rules 1{9. Let M be a mode for P0 [ Defsn suh that:(i) P0 [ Defsn is safe w.r.t. M , (ii) P0 [ Defsn satis�es M , and (iii) the appliations of the un-folding, folding, head generalization, and ase split rules during the onstrution of P0; : : : ; Pnare safe w.r.t. M . Then, for k = 0; : : : ; n, the program Pk satis�es M .Partial CorretnessFor proving the partial orretness of the transformation rules w.r.t. the operational semantis(that is, Proposition 7.8), we will use the following two lemmata.Lemma 7.6. Let P be a safe program w.r.t. mode M , let Eqs be a onjuntion of equations,and let G1 be a goal without ourrenes of disequations. For all goals G2, if(Eqs; G1; G2) 7!�P G2#then either(G1; Eqs; G2) 7!�P G2#or there exists a goal (A0; G0) suh that A0 is a non-basi atom whih does not satisfy M andG1 7!�P (A0; G0)Lemma 7.7. Let P0; : : : ; Pn be a transformation sequene onstruted by using the transfor-mation rules 1{9. Let M be a mode for P0 [ Defsn suh that: (i) P0 [ Defsn is safe w.r.t. M ,(ii) P0[Defsn satis�esM , and (iii) the appliations of the unfolding, folding, head generalization,and ase split rules during the onstrution of P0; : : : ; Pn are all safe w.r.t. M .



57.Then, for k = 0; : : : ; n� 1, for eah goal G, if there exists a derivation G 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is onsistent with M , then G 7!�Pk[Defsn true, that is, G sueeds in Pk [Defsn.Proof : By hypotheses (i{iii), and Propositions 7.1 and 7.5, for k = 0; : : : ; n, program Pk is safeand satis�es M . Let G be a goal of the form (A0; G0), suh that there exists a derivationÆ : (A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is onsistent with M . We will prove that:(A0; G0) 7!�Pk[Defsn trueThe proof proeeds by indution on the length s of the derivation Æ.Base Case. For s = 0, the goal (A0; G0) is true and the thesis follows from the fat that truesueeds in all programs.Step Case. Let us now assume the followingIndutive Hypothesis: for all r < s and for all goals G, if there exists a derivation G 7!Pk+1: : : 7!Pk+1 true of length r whih is onsistent with M , then G 7!�Pk[Defsn true.There are the following three ases.Case 1: A0 is the equation t1= t2. By Point (1) of the operational semantis of Setion 3.3, thederivation Æ is of the form:(t1= t2; G0) 7!Pk+1 G0mgu(t1; t2) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 trueThus, the derivation G0mgu(t1; t2) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 true has length s � 1 and it is onsistentwith M . By the indutive hypothesis there exists a derivation G0mgu(t1; t2) 7!�Pk true. Thus,(A0; G0) 7!�Pk true and (A0; G0) sueeds in Pk [Defsn .Case 2: A0 is the disequation t1 6= t2. The proof proeeds as in Case 1, by using Point (2) of theoperational semantis and the indutive hypothesis.Case 3: A0 is a non-basi atom whih satis�esM (otherwise there is no derivation starting from(A0; G0) whih is onsistent with M). By Point (3) of the operational semantis, the derivationÆ is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 (bd(E); G0)mgu(A0; hd(E)) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhere E is a renamed apart lause in Pk+1.If E 2 Pk then (A0; G0) 7!Pk (bd(E); G0)mgu(A0; hd(E)) and the thesis follows diretly fromthe indutive hypothesis.Otherwise, if E 2 (Pk+1�Pk), we prove that (A0; G0) sueeds in Pk [Defsn by onsidering thefollowing ases, whih orrespond to the rules applied for deriving E.Case 3.1: E is derived by applying the de�nition introdution rule. Thus, E is a lause inDefsn of the form: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) B and the derivation Æ is of the form:(newp(t1; : : : ; th); G0) 7!Defsn (BfX1=t1; : : : ;Xh=thg; G0) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 trueBy the indutive hypothesis, we have that:(BfX1=t1; : : : ;Xh=thg; G0) 7!�Pk trueand thus,(newp(t1; : : : ; th); G0) 7!�Pk[Defsn true



58.Case 3.2: E is derived by unfolding a lause C in Pk of the form H  D;G1; A;G2, whereD is a onjuntion of disequations, w.r.t. the non-basi atom A. By Proposition 4.2 wemay assume that no disequation ours in G1; A;G2. Let C1; : : : ; Cm, with m � 0, be thelauses of Pk suh that, for all i 2 f1; : : : ;mg A is uni�able with the head of Ci via themgu #i.Thus, E is of the form (H  D;G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i, for some i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, and thederivation Æ is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 ((D;G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i; G0)�i 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhere �i is an mgu of A0 and H#i. By the indutive hypothesis we have that:((D;G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i; G0)�i 7!�Pk trueSine #i is mgu(A; hd(Ci)), #i is relevant, and vars(G0) \ vars((A; hd(Ci))) = ;, we havethat:(D;G1; bd(Ci); G2; G0)#i�i 7!�Pk trueand thus, by the de�nition of the operational semantis (Point 1), we have that:(A=hd(Ci); A0=H;D;G1; bd(Ci); G2; G0) 7!�Pk trueThen, by properties of mgu's, we have that:(A0=H;A=hd(Ci);D;G1; bd(Ci); G2; G0) 7!�Pk trueSine A0 satis�es M , C is safe, and Ci is renamed apart, we havethat vars(Dmgu(A0;H)) \ vars(A; hd(Ci)) = ;. Therefore, we have that(D mgu(A0;H) mgu(A mgu(A0;H); hd(Ci))) = (D mgu(A0;H)) and, thus:(A0=H;D;A=hd(Ci); G1; bd(Ci); G2; G0) 7!�Pk trueNow, by Lemma 7.6, there are the following two ases.Case A. (A0=H;D;G1; A=hd(Ci); bd(Ci); G2; G0) 7!�Pk trueIn this ase, by Points (1) and (3) of the operational semantis we have that:(A0=H;D;G1; A;G2; G0) 7!�Pk trueand thus, by using lause C in Pk,(A0; G0) 7!�Pk trueCase B. There exists a goal (A0; G0) suh that:(A0=H;D;G1) 7!�Pk (A0; G0)where A0 is a non-basi atom whih does not satisfy the mode M . In this ase we havethat, for some goal G00,A0 7!�Pk (A0; G00)whih is impossible beause A0 and Pk satisfy M .Case 3.3: E is derived by a safe appliation of the folding rule (see De�nition 4). In partiular,suppose that from the following lauses in Pk:



59.8><>: C1: H  G1; (A1;K1)#;G2� � �Cm: H  G1; (Am;Km)#;G2and the following de�nition lauses in Defsk :8><>: D1: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) A1;K1� � �Dm: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Am;Kmwe have derived the lause E of the form:E: H  G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2where Property � of De�nition 4 holds, that is, eah input variable of newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#,is also an input variable of at least one of the non-basi atoms ourring in fH;G1; A1#;: : : ; Am#g.Thus, the derivation Æ is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 (G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk+1 trueBy the indutive hypothesis, the following holds:(G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk trueand therefore, for some substitution �,(A0; G0) 7!�Pk (newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)� 7!�Pk trueBy Property �, we have that newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#� satis�es M .It an be shown the following fat. Let us onsider the set of all de�nition lauses withhead prediate newp in Defsk, for any k 2 f0; : : : ; ng:8><>: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Body1� � �newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) BodymIf for a substitution � for a goal G, the atom newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)�;G satis�es M and wehave that newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)�;G 7!�Pk true, then for some i 2 f1; : : : ;mg we have thatBodyi� 7!�Pk true.By using this fat, we have that, for some i 2 f1; : : : ;mg,(A0; G0) 7!�Pk ((Ai;Ki)#;G2; G0)� 7!�Pk trueCase 3.4: E is derived by applying the head generalization rule. In this ase (A0; G0) 7!�Pk truefollows from the indutive hypothesis and from the de�nition of the operational semantis(Point 1).Case 3.5: E is derived by safe ase split (see De�nition 6) from a lause C in Pk. By Proposition4.2, we may assume that C is of the form: H  D;B, where D is a onjuntion ofdisequations and in B there are no ourrenes of disequations. Thus, E is of one of thefollowing two forms:C1. (H  D;B)fX=tg



60. C2. H  X 6= t;D;Bwhere X is an input variable of H, X does not our in t, and for all variables Y 2 vars(t),either Y is an input variable of H or Y does not our in C.Case A: E is C1. Thus, the derivation Æ takes the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 ((D;B)fX=tg; G0)mgu(A0;HfX=tg) 7!�Pk+1 trueBy the indutive hypothesis, we have that:((D;B)fX=tg; G0)mgu(A0;HfX=tg) 7!�Pk trueBy properties of mgu's and Point (1) of the operational semantis, we have that:(A0=H; X= t; D; B; G0) 7!�Pk trueBy the onditions for safe ase split, we have that:vars((X= t)mgu(A0;H)) \ vars((D; B; G0)mgu(A0;H)) = ;and therefore:(A0=H; D; B; G0) 7!�Pk trueThus, by using lause C 2 Pk,(A0; G0) 7!Pk (D; B; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk trueCase B: E is C2. Thus, the derivation Æ takes the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 (X 6= t;D;B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk+1 trueBy the indutive hypothesis, we have that:(X 6= t;D;B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk trueSine the answer substitution for any suessful disequation is the identity substitution,we have that:(D;B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!�Pk trueThus, by using lause C 2 Pk,(A0; G0) 7!�Pk trueCase 3.6: E is derived by applying the equation elimination rule. In this ase (A0; G0) 7!�Pk trueis a onsequene of the indutive hypothesis, Point (1) of the operational semantis, thefat that Pk is safe and satis�es M , and Lemma 7.6.Case 3.7: E is derived by applying the disequation replaement rule. In this ase (A0; G0) 7!�Pktrue is a onsequene of the indutive hypothesis, Point (2) of the operational semantis,and the properties of uni�ation. 2Proposition 7.8 (Partial Corretness) Let P0; : : : ; Pn be a transformation sequene on-struted by using the transformation rules 1{9. Let M be a mode for P0 [ Defsn suh that:(i) P0 [ Defsn is safe w.r.t. M , (ii) P0 [ Defsn satis�es M , and (iii) the appliations of the un-folding, folding, head generalization, and ase split rules during the onstrution of P0; : : : ; Pnare all safe w.r.t. M .Then, for k = 0; : : : ; n, for eah non-basi atom A whih satis�es mode M , if A sueeds in Pkthen A sueeds in P0 [Defsk .Proof : By Proposition 7.5, Pk is safe and therefore, if a non-basi atom A satis�es modeM andsueeds in Pk, then every suessful derivation from A is onsistent with M . Thus, the thesisfollows from Lemma 7.7. 2



61.CompletenessFor the proofs of Propositions 7.1 (Preservation of Safety), 7.5 (Preservation of Modes), and 7.8(Partial Corretness), we have proeeded by indution on the length of the derivations and byases on the rule used to derive program Pk+1 from program Pk. For the proof of Proposition7.18 below (Completeness), we will proeed by indution w.r.t. more sophistiated well-foundedorderings. This proof tehnique is a suitable modi�ation of the one based on weight onsistentproof trees [11, 37℄.The following de�nition introdues some well-founded orders and other notions whih areneeded for the proofs presented in this setion.De�nition 13. (i) Given a derivation Æ of the form G0 7!P G1 7!P : : : 7!P Gz, we denote by�(Æ) the number of goals Gi in Æ suh that Gi is of the form (A;K) where A is a non-basi atom.(ii) We de�ne the following funtions � and � whih given a program and a goal return either anon-negative integer or 1 (we assume that, for all non-negative integers n, 1 > n):�(P;G) = ( minf�(Æ) j Æ is a suessful derivation of G in Pg if G sueeds in P1 otherwise�(P;G) = ( minfn j n is the length of a suessful derivation of G in Pg if G sueeds in P1 otherwise(iii) Given a program P and two goals G1 and G2, we write G1 �P G2 i� �(P;G1) > �(P;G2).Similarly, we write G1 �P G2 i� �(P;G1) � �(P;G2).(iv) Given two programs P and Q, we say that a derivation G0 7!P G1 7!P : : : 7!P Gz isquasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Q i� for i = 0; : : : ; z�1, either (1) Gi �Q Gi+1 or (2) the leftmost atomof Gi is a basi atom and Gi �Q Gi+1.(v) Let P a program and G1; G2 be goals. If there exists a derivation Æ from G1 to G2 suh that�(Æ) = s, then we write G1 7!sP G2.For any program P the relation �P is a well-founded order and, for all goals G1; G2; and G3,we have that G1 �P G2 and G2 �P G3 implies G1 �P G3.Lemma 7.9. Let P be a program and G be a goal. If G sueeds in P then G has a derivationwhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �P .Proof : The derivation Æ from G using P suh that �(Æ) � �(Æ0) for all suessful derivations Æ0from G, is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �P . 2Lemma 7.10. LetM be a mode for program P , suh that P is safe w.r.t.M and P satis�esM .Let Eqs be a onjuntion of equations, and G0; G1; G2 be goals. Suppose also that no disequationours in G1 and all derivations from the goal (G0; G1) are onsistent with M . Then:(i) (G0; G1; Eqs; G2) 7!�P true i� (G0; Eqs; G1; G2) 7!�P true(ii) �(P; (G0; G1; Eqs; G2)) = �(P; (G0; Eqs; G1; G2))(iii) �(P; (G0; G1; Eqs; G2)) = �(P; (G0; Eqs; G1; G2))Proof : By indution on the length of the derivations. 2



62.Lemma 7.11. Let M be a mode for program P , suh that P is safe w.r.t. M and P satis�esM . Let # be a substitution and G0; G1; G2 be goals. Suppose also that no disequation oursin G2 and all derivations from the goal (G0; G2) are onsistent with M . Then:(i) if (G0; G1; G2)# 7!�P true then (G0; G2) 7!�P true(ii) �(P; (G0; G1; G2)#) � �(P; (G0; G2))(iii) �(P; (G0; G1; G2)#) � �(P; (G0; G2))Proof : By indution on the length of the derivations. 2Lemma 7.12. LetM be a mode for program P , suh that P is safe w.r.t.M and P satis�esM .Let Diseqs be a onjuntion of disequations and G be a goal. Suppose also that vars(Diseqs) \vars(G) = ;. Then:(i) (G; Diseqs) 7!�P true i� (Diseqs; G) 7!�P true(ii) �(P; (G; Diseqs)) = �(P; (Diseqs ; G))(iii) �(P; (G; Diseqs)) = �(P; (Diseqs; G))Proof : The proof proeeds by indution on the length of the derivations. 2Let us onsider a transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn onstruted by using the transformationrules 1{9 aording to the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. For reasons of simpliity we assume thateah de�nition lause is used for folding, and thus, by Condition 1 of Theorem 4.1, it is unfoldedduring the onstrution of P0; : : : ; Pn. We an rearrange the sequene P0; : : : ; Pn into a newsequene P0; : : : ; P0[Defsn ; : : : ; Pj ; : : : ; Pl; : : : ; Pn suh that: (1) P0; : : : ; P0[Defsn is onstrutedby appliations of the de�nition introdution rule, (2) P0 [ Defsn ; : : : ; Pj is onstruted byunfolding every lause in Defsn , (3) Pj ; : : : ; Pl is onstruted by appliations of rules 3{9, and(4) either l = n or l = n � 1 and Pn is derived from Pn�1 by an appliation of the de�nitionelimination rule w.r.t. prediate p.Throughout the rest of this setion we will refer to the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; P0 [Defsn ; : : : ; Pj ; : : : ; Pn onstruted as indiated above. We also assume that M is a mode forP0 [ Defsn suh that: (i) P0 [ Defsn is safe w.r.t. M , (ii) P0 [ Defsn satis�es M , and (iii) theappliations of the unfolding, folding, head generalization, and ase split rules during the on-strution of P0; : : : ; Pn are all safe w.r.t. M .Thus, by Propositions 7.1 and 7.5, for k = 0; : : : ; n, program Pk is safe and satis�es M .Lemma 7.13. Let us onsider the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; P0 [ Defsn ; : : : ; Pj on-struted as indiated above. Then the following properties hold.(i) For all lauses newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)  Body in Defsn , for all substitutions #, and for all goalsG1; G2, suh that all derivations from (G1; Body#; G2) using Pj are onsistent withM , we havethat:(i.1) (G1; Body #; G2) �Pj (G1; newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#; G2);(i.2) all derivations starting from (G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#; G2) using Pj are onsistent with M ;(ii) for all non-basi atoms A satisfying M , if A sueeds in P0 [Defsn then A sueeds in Pj .Notie that, by Point (i.1), if (G1; Body #; G2) sueeds in Pj then (G1; newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#; G2)sueeds in Pj.



63.Proof : By indution on the length of the derivations. 2For the proof of the following Lemma 7.15 we will use the following property.Lemma 7.14. Let us onsider the transformation sequene Pj ; : : : ; Pl and the mode M forP0 [ Defsn as indiated above. For k = j; : : : ; l and for all goals G1 and G2 suh that thereexists a derivation G1 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk G2, if all derivations from G1 using Pj are onsistent withM then all derivations from G2 using Pj are onsistent with M .Proof : The proof proeeds by indution on k and on the length of the derivation G1 7!Pk: : : 7!Pk G2. We omit the details. 2Lemma 7.15. Let us onsider the transformation sequene Pj ; : : : ; Pl and the mode M forP0 [ Defsn as indiated above. Let G be a goal suh that (i) no disequation ours in G and(ii) all derivations from G using Pj are onsistent withM . For k = j; : : : ; l, if G has a suessfulderivation in Pj , then G has a suessful derivation in Pk whih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .Proof : Let us onsider the following ordering on goals:G1 �G2 i� either G1 �Pj G2 or G1 �Pj G2 and �(Pj ; G1) > �(Pj; G2).� is a well-founded order.The proof proeeds by indution on k.Base Case. The ase k = j follows from Lemma 7.9.Step Case. For k � j we assume the following:Indutive Hypothesis (I1). For eah goal G0 suh that no disequation ours in G0 and allderivations from G0 using Pj are onsistent with M , if G0 has a suessful derivation in Pj , thenG0 has a suessful derivation in Pk whih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .Let us now onsider a goal G of the form (A0; G0) suh that no disequation ours in (A0; G0)and all derivations from (A0; G0) using Pj are onsistent with M . Let us assume that thereexists a derivation of the form:Æ : (A0; G0) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .We wish to show that there exists a derivation of the form:Æ0 : (A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj . We prove the existene of suh a derivation Æ0 by indutionon the well-founded order �.We assume the following:Indutive Hypothesis (I2). For eah goal Ĝ suh that no disequation ours in Ĝ and all deriva-tions from Ĝ using Pj are onsistent with M and (A0; G0) � Ĝ, if there exists a derivation ofthe form:Ĝ 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj , then there exists a derivation of the form:Ĝ 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .Now we proeed by ases.



64.Case 1: A0 is the equation t1= t2. By Point (1) of the operational semantis of Setion 3.3, thederivation Æ is of the form:(t1= t2; G0) 7!Pk G0mgu(t1; t2) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk trueLet us onsider the derivation:G0mgu(t1; t2) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk trueBy Proposition 7.8, we have that both (t1= t2; G0) and G0mgu(t1; t2) sueed in Pj . Moreover,by Point (1) of the operational semantis �(Pj ; (t1 = t2; G0)) > �(Pj ; G0mgu(t1; t2)). Thus,(t1 = t2; G0) � G0mgu(t1; t2) and, by the indutive hypothesis (I2), there exists a suessfulderivation of the form:G0mgu(t1; t2) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj . Sine (t1= t2; G0) �Pj G0mgu(t1; t2), the following deriva-tion:(t1= t2; G0) 7!Pk+1 G0mgu(t1; t2) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 trueis quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .Case 2: A0 is a non-basi atom whih satis�esM (otherwise there is no derivation starting from(A0; G0) whih is onsistent with M). By Point (3) of the operational semantis, in Pk thereexists a renamed apart lause C, suh that the derivation Æ is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk (bd(C); G0)mgu(A0; hd(C)) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk trueBy Proposition 4.2 we may assume that lause C is of the form H  Diseqs; B, where Diseqsis a onjuntion of disequations and B is a goal without ourrenes of disequations. Thus,Diseqs mgu(A0;H) sueeds and Æ is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk (Diseqs ; B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk (B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk trueIf C 2 Pk+1 then there exists a derivation:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 (Diseqs ; B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 (B;G0)mgu(A0;H)and the thesis follows from the indutive hypothesis (I2), beause we have that (A0; G0) �Pj(B;G0)mgu(A0;H) (reall that Æ is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj ).Otherwise, if C 2 (Pk�Pk+1), we onstrut the derivation Æ0 by onsidering the following ases,whih orrespond to the rules applied for deriving Pk+1 from Pk.Case 2.1: Pk+1 is derived by unfolding lause C in Pk w.r.t. a non-basi atom, say A. Thus,lause C is of the form H  Diseqs; G1; A;G2. Let C1; : : : ; Cm, with m � 0, be thelauses of Pk suh that, for i = 1; : : : ;m, A is uni�able with the head of Ci. Thus,Pk+1 = (Pk � fCg) [ fD1; : : : ;Dmg, where for i = 1; : : : ;m, Di is the lause (H  Diseqs; G1; bd(Ci); G2)mgu(A; hd(Ci)). For reasons of simpliity we assume that for i =1; : : : ;m, no disequation ours in bd(Ci). In the general ase where, for some i 2f1; : : : ;mg, bd(Ci) has ourrenes of disequations, the proof proeeds in a very simi-lar way, by using Proposition 4.2, Lemma 7.12, and the hypothesis that all appliations ofthe unfolding rule are safe (see De�nition 3).The derivation Æ is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk (Diseqs; G1; A;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk trueFrom the fat that Æ is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj , from Point (1) of the operationalsemantis, and from the de�nition of �Pj , we have that:



65.(A0; G0) �Pj (A0=H;Diseqs ; G1; A;G2; G0)and the derivation(A0=H;Diseqs; G1; A;G2; G0) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk trueis quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .Thus, by Points (1) and (3) of the operational semantis, there exists a lause in Pk, sayCi, suh that the derivation(A0=H;Diseqs; G1; A=hd(Ci); bd(Ci); G2; G0) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk trueis quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj . Moreover, we have that:(A0; G0) �Pj (A0=H;Diseqs ; G1; A=hd(Ci); bd(Ci); G2; G0).Sine all derivations from (A0; G0) using Pj are onsistent with M , we have that allderivations from (A0 = H;Diseqs ; G1) using Pj are onsistent with M , and therefore,by Lemma 7.4, all derivations from (A0=H;G1) using Pk are onsistent with M . Then,sine no disequation ours in G1, by Lemma 7.10, there exists a derivation(A0=H;Diseqs; A=hd(Ci); G1; bd(Ci); G2; G0) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj . Moreover, we have that:(A0; G0) �Pj (A0=H;Diseqs ; A=hd(Ci); G1; bd(Ci); G2; G0).Now, sine by Lemma 7.1 all lauses in Pk are safe, we have that:vars(Diseqs mgu(A0;H)) \ vars((A=hd(Ci))mgu(A0;H)) = ;and therefore, by using properties of mgu's, there exists a derivation(A=hd(Ci); A0=H;Diseqs; G1; bd(Ci); G2; G0) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj . Let #i be mgu(A; hd(Ci)) and �i be mgu(A0;H #i)).By Points (1) and (2) of the operational semantis, we have that Diseqs #i �i sueeds andthere exists a derivation of the form((G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i; G0) �i 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk trueMoreover, we have that:(A0; G0) �Pj ((G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i; G0) �i (*)and thus, by the indutive hypothesis (I2), there exists a derivation of the form((G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i; G0) �i 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .Sine Diseqs #i �i sueeds, by using lause Di in Pk+1 for the �rst step, we an onstrutthe following derivation:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 ((Diseqs ; G1; bd(Ci); G2)#i; G0) �i 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih, by property (*), is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .



66.Case 2.2: Pk+1 is derived from Pk by a safe appliation of the folding rule (see De�nition 4).In partiular, suppose that lause C is one of the following lauses ourring in Pk:8><>: C1: H  Diseqs; G1; (A1;K1)#;G2� � �Cm: H  Diseqs; G1; (Am;Km)#;G2where Diseqs is a onjuntion of disequations and no disequation ours in (G1; G2). Wealso suppose that the following de�nition lauses our in Defsk :8><>: D1: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) A1;K1� � �Dm: newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) Am;Kmand we have derived a lause E of the form:E: H  Diseqs; G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2where Property � of De�nition 4 holds, that is, eah input variable of newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#,is also an input variable of at least one of the non-basi atoms ourring in(H;G1; A1#; : : : ; Am#).Thus, Pk+1 = (Pk � fC1; : : : ; Cmg) [ fEg.We may assume, without loss of generality, that lause C is C1, and the derivation Æ is ofthe form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk (Diseqs; G1; (A1;K1)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk trueThus, Diseqs mgu(A0;H) sueeds and, sine Æ is onsistent with M , by Lemma 7.7, wehave that (G1; (A1;K1)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) sueeds in Pj .Moreover, by Lemma 7.14, all derivations from (G1; (A1;K1)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) usingPj are onsistent with M .Thus, by Lemmata 7.9 and 7.13, all derivations from(G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) using Pj are onsistent with M andthere exists a derivation of the form:(G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pj : : : 7!Pj truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .No disequation ours in (G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H), and thus, by theindutive hypothesis (I1), there exists a derivation of the form:(G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .Sine Æ is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj , by Lemma 7.13, we also have that:(A0; G0)� (G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H)Thus, by the Indutive hypothesis (I2), there exists a derivation(G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .



67.Sine Diseqs mgu(A0;H) sueeds, by using lause E 2 Pk+1, we an onstrut the follow-ing derivation(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 (Diseqs ; G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk+1 : : :7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj . Indeed,(A0; G0) �Pj (Diseqs ; G1; (A1;K1)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H)(beause Æ is quasi-dereasing)�Pj (Diseqs ; G1;newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#;G2; G0)mgu(A0;H)(by Lemma 7.13)Case 2.3: Pk+1 is derived by deleting lause C from Pk by applying the subsumption rule.Thus, lause C is of the form (H  Diseqs ; G1; G2)# and there exists a lause D in Pk ofthe form H  Diseqs; G1. By Proposition 4.2 we may assume that no disequation oursin G1.Thus, the derivation (Æ) is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk ((Diseqs ; G1; G2)#;G0)mgu(A0;H#) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk trueSine all derivations starting from (A0; G0) using Pk are onsistent with M and, by usinglause D, (A0; G0) 7!Pk (Diseqs; G1; G0)mgu(A0;H), we have that all derivations startingfrom (Diseqs ; G1; G0)mgu(A0;H) using Pk are onsistent with M . Moreover, no disequa-tion ours in G0 and therefore, by Lemma 7.11, there exists a derivation(A0; G0) 7!Pk (Diseqs ; G1; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj . Thus, (Diseqs mgu(A0;H)) sueeds and there existsa derivation(G1; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t.�Pj . Sine (A0; G0)�(G1; G0)mgu(A0;H), by the indutivehypothesis (I2), there exists a derivation(G1; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj . Sine D belongs to Pk+1 and (Diseqs mgu(A0;H))sueeds, there exists a derivation(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 (Diseqs ; G1; G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .Case 2.4: Pk+1 is derived from Pk by applying the head generalization rule to lause C. Thus,C is of the form HfX=tg  Body and Pk+1 = (Pk � fCg) [ fGenC g, where lause GenCis of the form H  X= t;Body .In this ase we an show that we an onstrut the derivation Æ0 whih is quasi-dereasingw.r.t. �Pj , by using (i) Point (1) of the operational semantis, (ii) the indutive hypothesis(I2) and (iii) the fat that, for all goals of the form (t1= t2; G), where t1 and t2 are uni�ableterms, and for all programs P , �(P; (t1= t2; G))=�(P; Gmgu(t1; t2)).



68.Case 2.5: Pk+1 is derived from Pk by applying the safe ase split rule (see De�nition 6) to lauseC. By Proposition 4.2, we may assume that C is a lause of the formH  Diseqs; B, whereDiseqs is a onjuntion of disequations and B is a goal without ourrenes of disequations.We also assume that from C we have derived two lauses of the form:C1. (H  Diseqs ; B)fX=tgC2. H  X 6= t;Diseqs; Bwhere X is an input variable of H, X does not our in t, and for all variables Y 2 vars(t),either Y is an input variable of H or Y does not our in C.We have that Pk+1 = (Pk � fCg) [ fC1; C2g. The derivation Æ is of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk (Diseqs; B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk : : : 7!Pk trueThus, (Diseqs mgu(A0;H)) sueeds and, sine Æ is quasi-dereasing, we have that(A0; G0)� (B;G0)mgu(A0;H). The goal (B;G0)mgu(A0;H) has no ourrenes of dise-quations and, by the indutive hypothesis (I2), there exists a derivation(B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj . Sine (Diseqs mgu(A0;H)) sueeds, there exists aderivation(Diseqs; B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .Sine X is an input variable of H, there exists a binding X=u in mgu(A0;H) where u is aground term. We onsider the following two ases.Case A: t and u are uni�able, and thus, u is an instane of t. In this ase A0 and HfX=tgare uni�able and, by the hypotheses on X=t, we have that:(Diseqs; B;G0)mgu(A0;H) = ((Diseqs ; B)fX=tg; G0)mgu(A0;HfX=tg)Thus, we an onstrut a derivation of the form:(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 ((Diseqs ; B)fX=tg; G0)mgu(A0;HfX=tg) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .Case B: t and u are not uni�able. Thus, (X 6= t)mgu(A0;H) sueeds and the followingderivation is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj .(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 (X 6= t;Diseqs; B;G0)mgu(A0;H)7!Pk+1 (Diseqs; B;G0)mgu(A0;H) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 trueCase 2.6: Pk+1 is derived from Pk by applying the equation elimination rule to lause C. Inthis ase the existene of a derivation(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj , an be proved by using (i) the indutive hypothesis(I2), (ii) Point (1) of the operational semantis, (iii) the fat that Pk is safe and satis�esM , and (iv) Lemma 7.10.Case 2.7: Pk+1 is derived from Pk by applying the disequation replaement rule to lause C.In this ase the existene of a derivation



69.(A0; G0) 7!Pk+1 : : : 7!Pk+1 truewhih is quasi-dereasing w.r.t. �Pj , an be proved by using (i) the indutive hypothesis(I2), (ii) Point (2) of the operational semantis, and (iii) the properties of uni�ation. 2Lemma 7.16. Let us onsider the transformation sequene Pj ; : : : ; Pl and the mode M forP0 [Defsn as indiated above. For k = j; : : : ; l, for eah non-basi atom A whih satis�es modeM , if A sueeds in Pj then A sueeds in Pk.Proof : It follows from Lemma 7.15, beause if an atom A satis�es M and sueeds in Pj,then A has a suessful derivation in Pj whih is onsistent with M and quasi-dereasing w.r.t.�Pj . Indeed, by Proposition 7.5, Pj satis�es M , and thus, all derivations starting from A areonsistent with M . 2Lemma 7.17. If program Pn is derived from program Pn�1 by an appliation of the de�nitionelimination rule w.r.t. a non-basi prediate p, then for eah atom A whih has prediate p, ifA sueeds in P0 [Defsn then A sueeds in Pn.Proof : If A has prediate p then p depends on all lauses whih are used for any derivationstarting from A. Thus, every derivation from A using P0 [Defsn is also a derivation using Pn.2Proposition 7.18 (Completeness) Let P0; : : : ; Pn be a transformation sequene onstrutedby using the transformation rules 1{9 and let p be a non-basi prediate in Pn. Let M be amode for P0 [Defsn suh that: (i) P0 [Defsn is safe w.r.t. M , (ii) P0 [Defsn satis�es M , and(iii) the appliations of the unfolding, folding, head generalization, and ase split rules duringthe onstrution of P0; : : : ; Pn are all safe w.r.t. M . Suppose also that:1. if the folding rule is applied for the derivation of a lause C in program Pk+1 from lausesC1; : : : ; Cm in program Pk using lauses D1; : : : ;Dm in Defsk , with 0�k<n,then for every i 2 f1; : : : ;mg there exists j 2 f1; : : : ; n�1g suh that Di ours in Pj andPj+1 is derived from Pj by unfolding Di.2. during the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn the de�nition elimination rule either is neverapplied or it is applied w.r.t. prediate p one only, when deriving Pn from Pn�1.Then for eah atom A whih has prediate p and satis�es mode M , if A sueeds in P0 [Defsnthen A sueeds in Pn.Proof : Let us onsider a transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn onstruted by using the transfor-mation rules 1{9 aording to onditions 1 and 2.As already mentioned, we an rearrange the sequene P0; : : : ; Pn into a new sequeneP0; : : : ; P0 [ Defsn ; : : : ; Pj ; : : : ; Pl; : : : ; Pn suh that: (1) P0; : : : ; P0 [ Defsn is onstruted byappliations of the de�nition introdution rule, (2) P0 [Defsn ; : : : ; Pj is onstruted by unfold-ing every lause in Defsn , (3) Pj ; : : : ; Pl is onstruted by appliations of rules 3{9, and (4) eitherl = n or l = n� 1 and Pn is derived from Pn�1 by an appliation of the de�nition eliminationrule w.r.t. prediate p.Thus, Proposition 7.18 follows from Lemmata 7.13, 7.16, and 7.17. 2
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